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NAACP Chief
Criticizes Reagan's
Economic Policies

by Grace de Majewski
Is being a woman at Trinity College different from being one anywhere else? "What does it mean to
be a woman at Trinity College?", a
Cave Discussion held Monday in
conjunction with Awareness Week
tackled this and many other issues.
Representatives of The Trinity
Women's Organization, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, The Trinity Coalition of Black Women, and many
non-partisan members of the Trinity community attended the discussion. The topics ranged from
women's life at Trinity to their life
in the outside world.
The first topic introduced concerned a possible difference in the
treatment of women by male professors. "Professors don't treat
women differently. It depends on
the department; some places they
tell you to go somewhere else,"
commented one p a r t i c i p a n t .
Another stated that professors really prefer women but "you have to
prove yourself;" "Most professors
treat me like a little girl. They tell
me to have a cookie," said a third
participant. "I get flirted with a lot.
They (the professors) want to flirt
with you more than they want to
talk to you," another student
remarked.
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Hooks Terms Budget
' 'Fiscally Irresponsible "

by Steve Klots
He began, his lecture, entitled
The economic policies of U.S. "Reaganomics and Its Effects on
President Reagan were strongly the Black Community," by noting
criticized by Benjamin Hooks, Ex- . the large number of presidents with
ecutive Director of the National whom he has been associated,
Association for the: Advancement While Jimmy Carter was still presiof Colored People,, in a speech dent, Hooks said that he particidelivered Tuesdaynight as part of pated in talks at Carrip David dealthe Awareness Week activities. ing with social issues. At that conSpeaking before an enthusiastic ference, according to Hooks, he adWashington Room audience, vised Carter to "sound his bugle,
Hooks said Reagan "has presided loudly and clearly," He felt that
I
over some of the most fiscally irre- what the American people wanted
Benjamin Hooksspcaks before a capacity audience Tuesday night in the sponsible acts that this nation has was strong leadership.
Washington Room.
.
Photo by John E. Hardy ever known.'
Hooks concluded that Carter obviously did not provide the
necessary leadership that the
American people wanted, as can be
by Rachel Mann
pose of this field, a list of presently
Steering Committee feels that these seen in the 1980 election results.
This semester, there has been existing courses specializing in areas
two recommendations are not The American public voted for
much discussion and activity of women's scholarship and
necessarily mutually exclusive. The Reagan because "he did sound that
amongst members of the faculty, history, and a list of faculty
faculty's familiarity with the needs bugle, loudly and clearly." But
administration and students to in- members interested in teaching
and provisions of Trinity's cur- Hooks went on to say that the bugle
stitute a Women's Studies Program courses and/or advising interested' riculum would work efficiently and Reagan is sounding is the cafl for
into the curriculum at Trinity. A students.dynamically with the knowledge retreat — to move backwards,
year ago", after work done by the
It has been since recognized that
and expertise of a consultant in against all the social progress that
President's Council on Women, a a page in the Handbook.does not
has been made. His economic poliWomen's Studies.
page was inserted into the Trinity sufficiently answer the needs of
The Steering Committee also cies are trying to "balance the
College Handbook, stating the pur- students on campus interested in
continued on page 5
stresses that there are various ways budget on the back of the poor."
this area of study. H. McKim
to introduce Women's Studies into
Hooks emphasized that Reagan's
* • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • * • • * Steele,
Jr., professor of History and
the curriculum. The scholarship policies and aid cuts hurt all of the
a member of the newly formed
and studies of women could simply poor, both black and white. He
faculty Steering Committee on
be mainstreamed into already ex- cited statistics showing that there
Women's Studies, states, "It is very
isting courses, augmented by a few are twice as many whites living at or
clear that, from the point of view of
solely genre courses; or an entirely below the poverty level than blacks.
history, that the assertion that it is
separate program could be "This is not a racial thing. We are
too male-oriented is perfectly cor• • • • • • • • • • • • •
established. According to Marilyn all in this together," He noted that
The spirited jocularity of Sunday up Kathleen Caruso's void. Steve rect. In order to overcome this imDenny, Director of Institutional in the much talked about tax-cuts,
afternoon was nowhere to be seen Gellman remains snugly in the post balance, to compensate, we must
Affairs and member of the Steering 40% of all the money saved will be
in the vicinity of Jackson basement of Sports Editor, having proved his make people aware of what
Committee, the Committee feels received by 6% of the populatibn,
as evening approached. Solemnity diligence over the course of this Women's Studies means and of its
that the former alternative, at this while the bottom 30% will only
was the rule at the Tripod elections. term. Elaine Stampul met with little possibilities."
•. - .
point, seems to be most suited to receive 9%.
Cub reporters and photographers opposition in capturing the AnThe Steering Committee has
continued on page 2
continued on page 3
mingled hesitatingly with veteran nouncement Editor spot, ably train- drawn Up a proposal for instituting
newsmen, humbled by the per- ed by the incumbent Marybeth Women's Studies, which will be
vading spirit of journalistic pro- Callan. Former apprentice pro- reviewed by Dean of the Faculty,
mise. This was a night of destiny, a tography editor David Siskind has Andrew G. DeRocco. It recombeacon by which new directions graduated to the top of his profes- mends that the College hire a conwould be set and pioneering enter- sion, inheriting the darkroom which sultant this summer to research the
prises forged. This was the Reckon- Mary Ann Corderman and John various ways to introduce Women's
ing.
Hardy occupied .previously. Mr. Studies into the curriculum. The secFollowing the traditional mud- Hardy will become the new Hart- one part, which could be used as
slinging and verbal harassment ford Editor of the Tripod. Beth an alternative to the first reccomMarc mendation, suggests that the Coldutifully traded between the can- T u d o r . will encore
didates, ballots were cast by. the Ackerman's yearlong stint, as lege hire a few faculty members to
thirty odd people present, and Advertising Manager, and Caroline prepare proposals for ways in which
tabulation commenced. Many Coco will apply her financial' wiz- Women's Studies would fit into the
wearied and submitted to sleep as ardry to the Business Manager's presently existing curriculum." The
results were still undisclosed by 3 position on the paper. Mark Hena.m., but the hearty and robust re- derson will step down from the
mained attentive until all districts Feature Editor's plateau to make
Gail R. Goidbloom, a 22-yearhad been counted.. Let me tell you, way for the newly elected Robert
folks, when the big moment arriv- Conrad a former Copy Editor of old senior at Trinity College, died Security Officer Dave Norris in hot pursuit — of spring fever, that is.
wide reknown. Jennifer Wolfe's early Friday at Hartford Hospital as
ed, it was a shocker.
Haloed by wisps of cigarette superbly staged Arts section will be a result of injuries sustained in a car
3faside
Tripod
smoke, Editor William N. Gregg handed to the team of Cathy Hat- accident at 2:37 a.m. on 1-91 North.
appeared pastoral as he relin- field and Floyd Higgins. Lynda The daughter of Sidney and Irma
Graphic Film Shocks Students
p.2
quished his position to the winner, Gaines and Rob Conrad will soon (Alpert) Goidbloom and sister of
Mary Ann Corderman, a talented relinquish their typewriters to the Steven and Jeffrey Louis Goldand experienced journalist in her new Copy Editors, Jon Miller and bloom, all of Wallingford, 36
Expand Your Intellect
p.8
own right. She will be ably assisted Chris Berry. Finally, the Tripod Cheshire Rd., she was a'
by Marc Acfcerman, the Tripod's Circulation Manager will be an Psychology/Religion .major at
Trinity. Memorial contributions
new Managing Editor," who replaces ebullient Ann Kezer.
.Spring Reps Prove Diverse and Entertaining
p. 10 '
Warm congratulations and best may be sent to the Gail Goidbloom
an outgoing Martha Townes. Amy
Scholarship
Memorial
Fund,
Johnson, a backbone of the news- of luck are extended to this talented
Trinity
writing staff in the past, was chosen and diverse array of budding. Development Office,
p 16
Baseball Drops Double-header to Wesieya'i
College,
Hartford,
06106.
as the Tripod News Editor, filling Rupert Murdochs.
,•4
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Murphy Addresses
Arms Build-Up
by Larry Feldman

Richard Bergman informs audience of Jewish persecution before presenting shocking film of Nazi concentration camp last Monday in McCook Auditorium.

Jewish Persecution FilmShocks
Students Into Awareness
Is History Just Waiting to Repeat Itself?
by Mark Kraft
being bulldozed into mass graves.
A lecture entitled , "The
During the film Bergman raised1
Holocaust: Not Just a Jewish two questions: Who was respon-.
Problem," presented by Richard sible? Arid where was the rest of the
Bergman of Louisville, Kentucky, world? "If you think this will not
kicked off the Awareness week lec- happen again, history is just waiting
ture series Monday in McCook to repeat itself,'' he warned.
Auditorium.
"Why am I taking your time to
Bergman, who is a member of a
group called Zachor which means show you all this?" Bergman asked.
"remember," and art expert on the "Because I am dedicated to telling
subject of religious prejudice, young people that history is a
began his speech with a shockingly springboard for the past. I am
vivid description of Jewish per- going to make you aware that what
secution under Hitler. Bergman is happening today is similar,
commented that it was an ap- he said.
propriate date to recall these atBergman stated that incidents
trocities' since he was speaking on displaying anti-Semetic sentiment
the anniversary of "a watershed in are on the rise: "Over the past year
human history," the uprising by the number of swastikas that have
Jews in the Warsaw ghetto. "The appeared, and incidents in which
lessons we can learn from it are not Jewish ceremonies have been dese;
restricted to Jews," he said.
crated has more than doubled."
In order to make Jhe audience Furthermore, he added, "there are
aware of what the destruction of groups today claiming' that the
European Jewry meant, Bergman Holocaust never took place."
showed part of the film "Night and
Bergman also gave examples of
Fog," an indepth documentary on anti-Semetic incidents that have
Nazi concentration camps. The film recently occurred on college camcontained actual film clippings of puses. At a college in Indiana, a
the insides of the camps taken by Jewish fraternity was ridiculed by
the Nazis for their records. It slogans such as "Kill the Jews,"
revealed scenes of half-starved. and "Burn them at Auschwitz,"
prisoners, gas chambers, cremator- during a sporting event. Bergman
iums, and piles of naked bodies personally responded to this in-

cident by coming to the college and
showing both fraternities the film
"Night and Fog." A more subtle
incident occurred at the Harvard
Law School when an Israeli
representative who wished to make
a rebuttal to an invited Libyan
speaker was refused time.
Finally, Bergman reminded his
audience that the. Holocaust is not
just a problem for Jews. "We must
work against bigotry and hate
wherever it exists," he said. He
stressed the importance of
education as a means of combat.
The lecture was arranged by
sophomore John Kalishman, one of
the co-organizers of Awareness
week. "I've been to many lectures
at Trinity, but I've never heard a
presentation which has had such a
powerful impact on everybody
present," Kalishman stated.

Emphasizing the failure of the
Reagan Administration's economic
program to bring the U.S. economy
out of its 12-year-old tailspin, Mr.
Paul Murphy of the Council on
Economic Priorities argued that the
Reagan Administration's planned
increase in military spending would
retard the economy's recovery and
prolong this period of deterioration. To avoid the increase in
military spending, Murphy advocated reductions in nuclear
weapons, beginning with a nuclear
weapons freeze, and a withdrawal
of some U.S. troops presently
overseas.
Murphy made these comments
Wednesday in the Life Sciences
Auditorium during a presentation
entitled "The Social and Economic
Effects of the Arms Build-up"
which was sponsored by the Coalition for Nuclear Arms Control.
Focusing first on the economic
effects of Reagan's proposed
military budget, Murphy noted
several examples of failure in the
supply-side of economics over the.
last 14 months. Murphy pointed to
the nation's largest unemployment
rate since 1941, the largest prime interest rate for borrowers ever, and a
projected budget deficit of $220
billion in 1984, the year in which
President Reagan once promised to
balance the budget.
The economy's reaction has been
' 'exactly the opposite of what
Reagan and his advisors
predicted," said Mr. Murphy,
whose independent organization
conducts research in many sectors

Psych Honor Society Reinstated
It has recently been felt among
undergraduate psychology majors
that there has not been enough opportunity for them to gain national
recognition for above average performance in psychology. Trinity
has provisions for the bestowal of a
number of academic honors and
prizes to people in many specific
areas and for high academic
achievement in general, yet for
many years has lacked an Honor
Society in Psychology. As of Mar• ch, 1982, Trinity has an official
chapter of the Psi Chi National
Honor
Society,
providing
Psychology students with the opportunity to gain this kind of
recognition. The society offers
members the chance to participate
in activities on a national level and

to present papers for publication.
The Psi Chi National Honor
Society was founded in 1929, "for
the purpose of encouraging,
stimulating and maintaining
scholarship in, and advancing the
science of psychology". The society
is an • affiliate of the American
Psychological Association and a
member of the Association of
College Honor Societies. Trinity
first formed a chapter of Psi Chi in
1959 and maintained it until the Sixties, when a number of academic
societies disappeared from campus.
Efforts to reactivate the chapter
represent one of the several attempts by faculty and students to improve the intellectual atmosphere of
the college and to generate interest
in intellectual pursuits.

evening of student and Taculty
clioreoqraph"

"GENERAL ADMISSION
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of the economy. A major cause'of
this reaction is "the accumulated
cost of maintaining the large
defense establishment," he said.
Murphy sought to discredit the
traditional view that a strong
military
establishment
is
economically beneficial. For example, r a t h e r t h a n lessening
unemployment, Murphy said, the
workers who benefit from increased
military spending are mostly highlyskilled engineers, scientists and
technicians — professions which
are already in great demand.
Military investment, he continued,
does not benefit semi-skilled or unskilled people, although they make
up the bulk of the nation's unemployed.
In addition, large investment in
military as a result fuels inflation,
drains engineering talent away from
teaching and alternative areas of
research, and takes federal funds
away from social programs including loans to college students,
said Murphy, turning to the social
effects of the arms build-up. Murphy went so far as to call Reagan's
New Federalism " a smokescreen
for trying to fund the defense buildup by cutting social programs."
Murphy's proposed solutions included a reduction in the nuclear
weapons arsenal because, he said,
"the U.S. already possesses tremendous
overkill
capacity."
Withdrawal of overseas troops, according to Murphy, would keep
U.S. dollars in the domestic
market. To replace U.S. manpower, Murphy suggested that
foreign allies take over more of
their own military burden.

'
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Drinking and driving — I \ \ P makes Mudcnts aware!

Fourteen students have been admitted to the Trinity chapter of Psi
Chi: Daniel J. Barach, Esther V.P.
Chan, Sandra B.Y. Chin, James
M. Dod, Lisa J. Donahue, Thomas
G. Eid, Allison C. Howe, Meredith
A. Lounsbury, Thomas G.
Mathews, Debra L. Mandela,
Judith C. Mercer, Lisa A. Nebbia,
Andrei Poludnewycz and Rima
Sirota. Faculty Advisors are
Professors William M. Maceand
Sharon D. Herzberger of the Psychology Department.

"Why Read
Soviet Novels
Now?"
Dr. Vera Dunham, a widely
recognized authority on Soviet
literature, will present a public
lecture at 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
April 27, in the Life Sciences
Auditorium. Her topic will be,
"Why Read Soviet Novels Now?"
Dr, Dunham, whose talk is
jointly sponsored by the History
and Sociology Departments and
the Russian & Soviet Studies
faculty, is currently a visiting
professor at the Russian Institute,
Columbia University
The author of numerous studies,
Dr. Dunham is perhaps best known
for her book In Stalin's Time:
Middleclass Values in Soviet
Fiction
(Cambridge University
Press, 1976). Her articles have
appeared in a broad range of
journals, "including the Slavic
Review, the Russian Review, the
Nation and the New York Review
of Books. She has also translated
selected works by the contemporary Soviet poets Yevgeny
Yevtushenko and Andrei Voznesensky.
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Dorm Discipline
Examined at UNH
by Joanne Mutzen

Dr. Ellen Cohn from the
University of New Hampshire's
department of psychology spoke in
the Life Sciences Center Thursday
on "The Just Community Project:
'Cognitive Developmental vs.
Special Learning." The lecture,
presented through the psychology
department's colloquium, concerned a study in progress at
University of New Hampshire of
the legal socialization of individuals.
The increases in crime at the
New Hampshire campus was
brought to the attention of 'Cohn
who, along with UNH political
scientist Susan White, devised a
study to determine whether a
discipline problem really existed
and why. Two theories emerged.
The first, said Cohn, is that
although the. successive stages of
cognitive development were
thought to be irreversible, the
"crazy freedom" experienced in the
freshman year of college may in fact
cause a regression to a lower stage,
"most crime incidents involve
freshmen," said Cohn adding,
however, that these statistics also
reflect the greater number of
freshmen than upperclassmen living
on the New Hampshire campus.
In contrast,
the
second
hypothesis Cohn put forth was
based on social learning theory
"which focuses on the situation
-that individuals live in," To test
whether "individuals at different
levels of cognitive development
might change their attitudes when
put in different dorms," Cohn
established four experimental
dormitories into which freshmen
were randomly placed.
The first dormitory was set up to
foster a social contract community.
Boarders were socialized to the
idea that one has the responsibility
to make decisions and judgements
about their peers' behavior.
Disciplinary problems
were
brought before a student-run
judicial board. An external
.authority dormitory was also
established where students were
given no „ responsibility but
University rules were heavily
enforced by authority figures. Two

other dormitories were controlled
to determine the effects the attention paid to individuals has on
their behavior. According to Cohn,
such attention often directly influences behavior.
Data' from the dormitory experiments, obtained from weekly
reports and other modes of
analysis, will be used to study the
concepts of fairness and justice, as
well as responsibility and control.
Cohn had also hypothesized that
"at a certain level of cognititve
development people may be more
approving of enforcement of rules
and disapproving of disruptive
behavior," Therefore, with thearrival of the freshman class in" the
fall, Cohn administered a selfreport test to measure approval
and disapproval of disruptive
behaviors-* and the subsequent

President James F. English, Jr. hosts Cave Discussion Friday entitled "Administrative Outreach into the
Student Body and the Community."
enforcement of rules governing spring, the number of freshmen in although the freshmen students
the latter category greatly in- came from diverse backgrounds,
these behaviors.
the university's socializing effects
Cohn reported that to her creased.
The implications of these fin- may change their attitudes towards
surprise, many new freshmen
tended to tolerate behaviors of dings, part of a two year study, disruptive behavior. Futhermore, it
which they disapproved or they have yet to be. determined. is hoped that clues to what causes
approved of disruptive behaviors Analysis of the data will take place and prevents students from
but also approved of enforcements next year. Social learning theory, breaking rules will emerge from the
against those behaviors. By the said Cohn, would suggest that study.

College View Changes With Neighborhood
by Ruth Watson
Nestled in among the houses,
apartment buildings and retail
stores of Zion Street, the College
View Cafe stands as a neighborhood-institution. Its clientele is
a mixture of old and young; the
College View itself reflects the
diversity and the changing
character of the- neighborhood and
the city.
Known as "Zip's" for over
twenty years, this local bar was
popular among students and
faculty during the intellectual
ferment of the Sixities. Indeed,
"Zip's was the Trinity hangout"
according to one professor. The
emergence of a "drug culture," the
tiny facilities available, and the
opening of an on-campus pub all
coritributed, however, toward
putting an end to the "Zip's"
tradition.
In 1981, "Zip's" was bought and
reopened under new management
as the College View Cafe. Coowners.Mark Ciarciello and Marty
Trial, two young
Hartford
residents, bought the bar "because
we wanted to have our own
business." The two graduates of
Northwest Catholic High School

"Look, Igor,
a Summer School
forUsFV

are at once the owners, managers,
and employees of the . College
View.
Several weeks ago, Trial and
Ciarciello bought and converted
the laundromat next door, expanding their seating capacity to
over 50 persons. They have installed
video games, a jukebox and new
restrooms. This summer the two
owners plan to add a kitchen.
Marty Trial, a graduate of the
Culinary Institute of America,
plans to offer lunch and dinner
dishes beginning in September.
Since the reopening last August,
the College View's clientele has expanded to include neighborhood
residents and students from
throughout the Hartford area. On

any given evening, patrons of all
ages may be seated at the bar. City
employees, local politicians, retired
persons, students and an occasional
professor may be exchanging
opinions on sports or politics, or
just enjoying the company. "It's a
nice blend" says Ciarciello,
"Everyone's
learning
from
everyone. The older neighborhood
people have a lot to offer," "We
don't want to cater to anyone; this
is just a place to relax and have a
good time, whether you're a
student or living in the neighborhood," he continued.

bar is where the grass roots of the
city start," Trial and Ciarciello, he
says, "are committed to the city
and the neighborhood. They're
willing to spend a little to help
develop the neighborhood.

The College View Cafe is but
one example of a revitalization
occurring in Hartford's. neigh
borhoods. It serves, moreover, as
one of the few informal social
bridges between Trinity and the
immediate
community.
But
perhaps
the
most
central
characteristic of this neighborhood
establishment can be summed up in
the words of a patron himself:
One patron of fifteen years, a
"They've gat a nice place here...
prominent local political figure,
really."
remarks that "the neighborhood

Senior Awarded Watson Fellowship
Constance G. Smith, a senior at
Trinity College from LaJolla,
California, has been awarded a
$10,000 Thomas J. Watson
Travelling Fellowship. Smith will
use the award to undertake travel
next year in Southeast Asia. There,
she will investigate the degree to
which ethnic Chinese living in five
Southeast Asian countries —
Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, Malaysia and Singapore —
have been assimilated into the
research by means of personal
interviews, through study of laws
regarding taxes, citizenship, immigration and civil rights, as well as
by examination of social customs in

'V,

the various societies.
Smith, an economics major at
Trinity, has lived in Thailand on an
American Field Service program,
and attended the
Chinese
University of Hong Kong in the
spring of 1981 through the YaleChina program. While in Hong
Kong, she staught English at a
Vietnamese refugee camp. In the
fall of her junior year, Smith
studied at the London School of
Economics. She has knowledge of
both Thai and the Cantonese
dialect, and will study Mandarin
this summer.
While at Trinity, Smith has

participated in the legislative internship program at the Connecticut Capitol. In the summer of
1981, she was a campaign worker
for Pete Wilson, a candidate for the
U.S. Senate in California.
Smith is a 1978 Graduate of the
University-Liggett School in
Grosse Pointe, Michigan.
The Watson Fellowships have
been awarded annually since 1968
to college seniors of unusual
promise to support a year of independent study and travel abroad
following their graduation. Seventy
such awards were made this year.

Committee Draws Up Women's Studies Plan

Summer Sessions
University of Pennsylvania
Penn welcomes discriminating characters of all
types in the summer. Choose from:
• Graduate Programs
• Undergraduate courses in the Liberal Arts,
Pre-med, Business, Engineering, and Nursing
• Special Institutes in Publishing and Writing
• Study Abroad
• Courses for high-school students
Call or write today for the Summer Sessions Bulletin.
Summer Sessions
University of Pennsylvania
210 Logan Hall/CN
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215)243-7326

continued from page 1
Trinity's needs.
Many members of the Steering
Committee feel that, in the interest
of coeducation and in keeping with
Trinity's competitors, Women's
Studies is crucial to the sensitive
and contemporary education of
students and.faculty. According to
Patricia Miller, Coordinator of the
Women's Center, there are approximately 350 Women's Studies programs in colleges and universities
across the United States. For instance, Women's Studies programs
can be found at Wesleyan, Yale,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst and UConn. She states
that the curriculum at Trinity "does
not adequately reflect the scholarship and the activity of women in
any field. The curriculum at Trinity
is highly politicized in that the body
of knowledge being taught here, for
the most part, represents middle
and upper class white men in
America and Western Europe. Its
selective nature renders it highly
political."
JoanD. Hendrick, Visiting Asso-

ciate Professor of American Studies women and minorities is important
at Trinity, feels that Women's in a coeducational school to provide
Studies can change the "way we role models for these groups, so
periodize the past. From a male that students can graduate with a
point of view, history is broken high level of self-esteem and respect
down into battles and political for others.
events. If you take women's exBarbara Smith, an author and an
periences, you could see the past in activist who is particularly interms of the activities done by terested in Women's Studies, will be
women." As an example, Hen- speaking at Trinity on April 27 at 4
dricks cited the Renaissance, which p.m. in McCook Auditorium. She
is seen as the age of enlightenment. will be addressing the issue of
She points out that, in this period, "Black Women, Activism, and
the rights and status of women took Currkular Reform." Smith was a
a downward plunge. Therefore with co-editor of the fifth issue of Cona women's perspective, the ditions and she has been published
Renaissance could be studied in a in Sinister, a woman's journal. She
totally different way.
has just released a new book entitlWomen's Studies at Trinity ed But Some of Us Are Brave by the
might also encourage the hiring of Feminist Press. Smith has been acwomen and minority faculty at tive on issues of violence against
Trinity, according to the Steering women and racism, particularly in
Committee. If the College can the Boston area, and has been inrecognize what women have done in vited to speak at colleges and
the past, then perhaps they can universities across the country.
more easily accept present scholarly Miller hopes that her presentation
achievements of women, therefore will enlighten the Trinity College
bringing more women into tenure community about such issues and
track positions. The Committee the importance of Women's Studies
believes that this sort of. an influx of at this College.
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Announcements
Admissions
Positions 1982-83
The Admissions Office is now
seeking applicants for the following
positions:
Tourguide Coordinator:
Responsible for training and
scheduling 10 -12 s t u d e n t
tourguides.
Overnight Coordinator:
Responsible for arranging overnight
accommodations for .prospective
applicants.
Tourguides *
'
10 - 12 campus tourguides, to be
paid on the basis of tours/week.
Contact Larry Dow if interested.

Debate Chef
Anyone interested in forming a
Debate Club, please contact Wayne
J. Asmus, Director Mather Campus
Center, ext. 273, Box 1372.

insurance
Scholarships
The Independent Insurance
Agents of America will award ten
$1,000 scholarships to juniors or
seniors who demonstrate an interest
in pursuing a career in insurance.
Eligible student should contact
Kathy Mills in Financial Aid for application.

Parlous FrancaisS
Parions Francais! Venezparler
francais et apprecier des cassecroutes a la soiree francais, qui a
lieu dorenavant le mercredi a 9
p.m., chez Isabelle dans Jackson
Hall.
Venez aussi a la table francais le
lundi a 6 p.m. dans le "white room"
de Mather Hall. C'est une bonne
opportunity pour parler et manger
ensemble!

For-Women-Only % "Phiily" Summer
Jobs
Race
The Hartford Track Club announces a For-Women-Only 10K
race, sponsored by G. Fox, which
will begin at 10:00 a.m. on
Mother's Day, May 9th, in front of
Ihe G.Fox store on Main Street in
Hartford. Registration forms may
be Obtained at any G. Fox store.

Free Films
On May 2nd at 7:30 p.m. two
short films will be shown in
McCook Aud. entitled Virginia,
Woolf (10 minutes) and Duncan
Grant at Charleston (England - 30
minutes). The films are free and
open to the public.

Guided Studies
The Guided Studies Program:
European Civilization, which was
recently approved by the Faculty as
a regular and continuing part.of the
College's curriculum, will accept a
small number of current freshmen
and sophomores for enrollment in
the program, effective the
Christmas Term, 1982. Members of
the Classes of 1984 and '85 who
wish, to participate in Guided
Studies-should contact J. Ronald
Spencer,, Associate Academic Dean,
by the end of April. His office is
Williams Memorial:204 and hisCpllege extension is 290,

•-.,•••••

Honors Day
The. annual 'Honors Day
ceremony will be held at 1:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, May 11. This is a day
when many prizes and other awards
are presented to the student body
by various department. Most of the
prizes are described on page 206 of
the Catalog. Students interested.in
any awards should contact appropriate department or faculty
members that are indicated.

The Center for Philadelphia
Studies/Philadelphia Social History
Project at the University of Pennsylvania has 2 summer positions
open: Clerical/Research Assistant
and "Computer Programmer;The"
PSHP is a federally-funded program investigating immigration, industrialization, and urbanization in
the 19th and 20th century
Philadelphia. Work begins midMay and ends the first week in
Sept., but students need not work
the entire time. Work-Study eligible
stud'ents who live in the
Philadelphia area should contact
Kathy Mills in Financial Aid for
more information.

Philosophy Ta(k
On April 28, 1982 at 4:00 p.m.*,
the Philosophy Dept., will sponsor
a talk entitled, "Latin American
Liberation Philosophy." This will
take place at 70 Vernon St.

Poetry Contest
A$ 1,000 grand prize will be
awarded in the upcoming poetry
competition sponsored by World of
Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for
poets..
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Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 99 other cash
or merchandise awards, totaling
over $10,000.( .
Says Contest Chairman, Joseph
Mellon, "We are encouraging
poetic talent of every kind, and expect our contest to produce exciting
discoveries."

Rules and official entry forms are
available from the World of Poetry,
2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept. E,
Sacramento, California, 95817.

Pre-registration
Fre-Hegistration tor Autumn
term 1982 will be on Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 27 and 28, in the
Washington Room. Pre-registration
materials will be mailed this week.
All students who expect to continue
at Trinity next term must preregister. Any student planning to
withdraw for the Autumn term
should file a "Notice of Withdrawal" in the Registrar's Office
prior to pre-registration. Students
who plan to study in Rome next
term should not pre-register but will
be sent registration materials
separately. Please report as
scheduled and have all the necessary
signatures, permission slips and
forms ready.

Psychology
Colloquium
The Psychology Dept. will
present a colloquium on the topic
of: State and Task Related Shifts In
Cerebral
LateraHty:
An
Eleclrophysiologlcal
Approach.
The speaker will be Dr. Colin
Pitblado of the Institute of Living.
This will be on Thurs., April 29 at
4:00 p.m. in Room 133 in the Life
Science Center. Coffee & donuts
will be served.

Seniors!
Packets containing
Commencement information
and
materials may be signed for and
picked up at the Public Relations
Office, 79 Vernon Street, between
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00
p'.m,.this week.

Summer Aid
Financial Aid applications for
students taking summer courses
are now available in the Financial
Aid Office. Deadline: May 4.

Summer Job
in Biology
The Biology,Department is»now
accepting applications from Trinity
undergraduates for the full-time
summer position of Laboratory
Assistant. Duties will include
animal care, inventory and general
reorganization of the laboratories.
The work period will begin on or
before June 1. All interested
students should contact Mrs. Martha Fazzano, LSC 338, Ext. 417,
immediately.

I.A.P.C.P.
I
Membership ,
,

The • prestigious International
Academy of Professional Counsel?
ing
'and
Psychotherapy
(I.A;P.C.p.) is now accepting ap\
plications for membership from;
highly qualified undergraduate and]
graduate students. The Academy is'
a multi-disciplinary, international;
organization dedicated to the;
worldwide pursuit of excellence in '
counseling and psychotherapy.
Requirements for student
membership include a minimum of
45 undergraduate credits, a superior
academic record (usually indicated
by aminimum of a B average) and
appropriate faculty recommendations.
For additional information and
application; materials, please contact The , Academy, Student
Membership.Division, 2036 Blairmore Road; Lexington, Kentucky
40502, U . S . A . , (546-6646.

Writing Center

!
Talk by
Author/Activist

The Trinity College Writing
Center will close the last day of
classes, Friday May 7 at 4:00 p.m.
The Writing Center will not be
opened during Reading Days or
final exam week. Get your papers
or theses in soon! Call 527-3151,
ext. 392 for appointment, or drop
in.

Noted author and activist
BARBARA SMITH will speak at
4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April 27 in
McCook Auditorium on "Black
Women, Activism, and Curricular
Reform." Come hear what your
education is not giving you!

Talk on China

Classifieds

Dr. Jerry Dennerline, assistant
professor of Chinese at Amherest
College, will present a talk entitled
"China's Revolution and the Individual" at an open house
sponsored by the Watkinson
Library/ Trinity College LibraryAssociates on Tuesday, April 27,
1982 at 8:00. The talk, which will
be given in Trinity's Watkinson
Library, is free and will be followed
by a reception.

To those in the lottery: Please be
reminded that Mather reconstruction will begin next August.
All perspective residents of Cook,
Goodwin, Woodward, Jones &
Elton should beware!
The Makrjs Diner needs full or.
part-time workers. Number is 5294652.1795 Berlin Turnpike.'
'•That girl thinks that she's so
fine that soon she'll have my
mind." And, I think she's rightl
Get the hint, cute-stuff?

Tennis Tournament
Participate in the Alpha Chi
Rho, Tennis Tournament for
Muscular Dystrophy.
Five Divisions: Men's Singles , •
Women Singles Mens Doubles
Womens Doubles Mixed Doubles
Entrance Fee; $5 for singles
$10 per team for doubles
First and Second Place Prizes in
each {Division.
Sign up in Mather today from 121 p.mu and 5-6 p.m.' or call Bob 246-7964, or Mike - 246-0577.
Today: is the last day to sign up!
Tournament will start Thursday,
4/29 and go until we have a
winner in each division. Trinity
Students, Faculty, and staff only.
Come out and support this
worthy, cause!! ,

: •,.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Hartford attorney offers legal
assistance with immigration matters. Reasonable rates; e.g.
Practical Training
$200
H-l Visa
............$500
Labor Certificate
$1,000
W. David Zitzkat
18 Asylum St. (Suite 611)
tel.: 524-5418
!
Catching those rays on the Quad
with you was wild. But, can I have
my Ray Bans back? No questions
asked. (But, what the heck are you
doing?!)
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT: June
1 - August 28, Furnished, 5 person,
3 > bedtoOmv' \Vi baths, air1conditioning, ' kitchen. Outside
front gate. Convenient to public
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , post office
$950/month$ utilities' sec. dep
($190
per
person.)
CaL
202-342-2491.

.,,.•, ;„••

Women's Concert
Hartford
'musician ' • and
comedienne NANCY TUCKER
and the women's rtiusical' team
CATHY WINTER AND BETSY
ROSE will present an evening

Arts & Science Majors!

All dressed up,
with nowhere to go?
It's not too late to think
about Northeastern's MS in
Professional Accounting Program.

This Program is a 15-month course of study designed
for graduates of Arts and Sciences and other nonaccounting majors, It's a full-time graduate program divided into five
*"
quarters, preparing you for the CPA
Examination and a career in public
accounting. The third quarter is an
internship where you are .employed
by a leading public accounting firm v
such as Arthur Anderseni Alexander
Grant, Coopers & Lybran'd, Peat
Marwick, or Price Waterhouse. In ad-,
dition to student loans and tuition
scholarships, significant financial
aid is provided by internship
earnings, which averaged $4,500 j
for the three month internship
last year.

GET YOUR CAREER OFF
TO A FLYING START

You still have time to 4pply
for the class beginning in Jijne.
No j -ior accounting coursers
required, Send for brochure, or
f
call (617) 437-3244.
-

It takes four years to get a college degree. How long
will it take you to get a good job?
•
I
i
I

If you haven't settled on a company or corporation
yet, why not get your executive career off to a flying start
as an aviator in the United States Air Force? It's the finest
flight program in the world, the pay is excellent, and
you'll enjoy the prestige that goes with the silver wings of
an Air Force aviator.

I
I
I
I
I

It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation. And
a great place to gain executive experience with million
dollar responsibility. Find out today about the Air Force
flight program. Contact:
.Capt. Kevin L Reinert, 41^557:3398. Call Collect.

mourns
A great way of life.

!

-

•

Please send more information about the MS
in Accounting Program.
Graduate School of Professional Accounting
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115,
Name'..
Address
Cily/Swie/Zip
College

.Class.

^Northeastern University
ution

Davis Fund To Be. Activated:'
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Gunderson fo Direct New
Economic-Business Program

by Marego Athans
A liberal arts college is always
looking for ways of bridging the
gap between the scholastic and
business worlds, while upholding
the liberal arts standards. The
Shelby Cullom Davis Professorship
of American Business and
Economic Enterprise was donated
for just this purpose.
The endowment was originally
intended to sponsor a single professorship, which Professor Gerald
Gunderson came to Trinity in 1978
to carry out. But from 1978 to 1982,
during which time the particulars
were being worked out, the fund
was being invested as a trust. With
tlie Mr. Shelby Cullom Davis an investment banker, author and
former U.S. Ambassador to
Switzerland, as its investment
manager, the fund grew at a faster
rate than the general college endowment. Now about to put that larger
fund to work in the Fall of 1982, the
college is able to offer not only college courses in business enterprise,
but also a seminar program to
enrich the already successful intern
program.
Gunderson earned his bachelor's,
master's and doctoral degrees in
economics from the University of
Washington. Before joining^ the

Trinity faculty as professor of
economics in 1978, he taught at the
University of MassachusettsAmherst from 1967-1974; Mount
Holyoke College in 1975, and
North Carolina State University
from 1975-1978. A specialist in
American economic history, he is
the author of numerous articles and
reviews, .and a book, A New
Economic History of America,
published by McGraw-Hill in 1976.
He is a member of the American
Economic A s s o c i a t i o n , the
Economic History Association, and
the Association for Private Enterprise Education.
Shelby Cullom Davis has had
distinguished careers in government
and finance and is widely recognized as a philanthropist to education.
A graduate of Princeton University,
he earned a master's degree from
Columbia University and a doctorate from the University of
Geneva. He was awarded an
honorary degree from Trinity College in 1973. Davis was economic
adviser to Thomas E. Dewey of
New York during the early days of
Dewey's career and when he ran for
the presidency in 1944. He is the
author of four books on international and economic affairs.
The curriculum addition will be

independent of the Economics
Department. The chair is entitled a
"College Professorship," although
many of its courses.will be crosslisted. Profesor Gunderson will
teach the courses and technically,
will not be part .of the Economics
Department, but will continue to
teach some economics courses as
well.
In addition to the professorship,
the Davis endowment will broaden
the intern program which Professor
Gunderson calls "one of the better
ones in New England." In the past
two years the program has grown
from 30 students per semester to
140. Location in Hartford is clearly
in part responsible for the great participation in Trinity's program, he
believes, but it is Internship Coordinator Betty Ann Cox and the College management that maintains the
high standards that make it so attractive to Hartford employers.
• Beginning this Fall; a seminar
program will be offered to help interns relate their job experiences to
their academic work. The fund has
been used to bring recognized
authorities to Trinity to lead
seminars that pertain to the interests of interns. Some of the
leaders include Joseph Finklestein,

Professor of Economics Gerald A. Gunderson.
lege; Joseph K. Pickering, President of IDS Insurance; Professor
Irving Kristol, Luce Professor of
Urban Values at New York University, Editor of The Public Interest and well-known commentator
for The Wall Street Journal;
Howard Eaton, Jr., Adjunct Professor at Yale University and Connecticut College; and Alfred D.
Chandler, Jr., Straus Professor of
Business History at Harvard
University and author of The Visi-

News Bureau Photo

ble Hand. Some seminar leaders
will be visiting speakers, others will
have "residencies" and stay for a
few days. Occasionally, authorities •
will even be brought to teach classes
on a full semester basis.
Gunderson defines one of the objectives of the Davis program to be
that of working more closely with
faculty members who are potential
leadership sponsors. He also wants
current and former faculty sponsors
to know that their efforts are appreciated.
.

Discussion Reveak life of Trinity Co-Eds
continued from page 1
One woman argued that the treatment of women by male professors
stemmed more from conditioning
than a sexist attitude. When further
questioned, however, she admitted
that the attitude may be sexist but is
not malicious. Continuing her argument, she said that a professor^
makes "a real assumption that
women will cry based on past experience, and that's not sexism." But
the same woman added, "It builds
up the expectation that women are
supposed to cry."
One reaction of an alumnus
to the presence of women at Trinity
was also interesting. "Oh, the
whole place has gone to .
because women are here."
Another topic discussed was the

STUDENT
CREDIT
Ever wish that while
traveling, vacationing, or
maybe just for emergencies,
you could have a national
credit card?
Well, now — Y O U CAN
— obtain a MasterCard or
VISA while still in school,
no co-signer required:
We have established a
division to exclusively handle the credit needs of college students. . rfreshman,
sophomores, juniors and
seniors . . . so you can enjoy the conveniences of
credit NOW, and have your
credit established for your
professional life, and after
graduation.
On a 3x5 card, print your
name and complete address. (Enclose $2.00 for
postage and h a n d l i n g . )
Send to:
Creative Credit
International
Collegiate Credit Division
Suite 303
Penn. Lincoln Bldg.
789 Penn Avenue 1
Pittsburgh, P a . 15221

interaction between men and
women on campus. Those at the
discussion agreed that fraternities
expect men to act a certain way.
These men, in Jurn, expect women
to respond to their actions. There is
"a false sense of security in a frat
where men will overstep bounds;
that's where a fraternity can
become something -i negative,"
remarked one student. Women are
taught to laugh at these occurrences
and are convinced it's okay to get
mauled at frats," the student continued. "Do you think that's
because they're at a fraternity? 1
think that will happen anytime you
get males and females together in
society," responded another participant in the discussion.
Trinity was defined by' several
students as an extreme of society in
the respect that most of its members
are white, well-off, and live in a
"cushiony" world. These people
"don't have to deal with minorities
or feminists. These rrien don't learn
to be equal to women," remarked

THE

another student.
An exchange student from
Mount Holyoke noted that women
at other schools were more vocal
than those at Trinity. Another student explained that Trinity, and not
specifically the women here, is an
apathetic community. However,
one student noted that when a
group :Of people dods speak out for
women's issues it is given a negative
label. , Feminism has a .certain
stigma attached to it, several
students agreed.
During the discussion reasons
were also offered as to why T.W.O.
does not appeal to everyone. The
major criticism of the T.W.O.
that surfaced was that the organization is overly self-involved, to
which a member of the group
replied, "It is a fact that there
aren't enough people to make it an
outreaching program." However,
another participant pointed out that
if people don't like what's going on,
it is their responsibility to try to
change it."

NEW

One of T.W.O.'s aims is to make
people aware that women do have a
chance to do things at Trinity.
However, it is also a place where
people can talk and feel comfortable, realizing how thoughts often
differ and are alike, noted other
discussion participants, T.W.O.
must become more action-oriented
to draw people into the organization. T.W.O. members must tell
people what they think even though
it is easier to be middle-of-the-road
at college, one student argued.
However, another reminded those
present that no organization wants
to alienate people. One person, for
instance, was never aware; that
T.W.O. was open to men.
Another question women face is
whether they should act like men or
like women (this implies passively)
in order to be accepted. It was
agreed that women should just be
themselves. One person brought up
the fact that women are put into
roles. Another argued that women
do that to themselves. Furthermore,
ithe student added that women condemn themselves as much as men
[condemn women. "Women can be
•sexist," remarked another particijpant, "for they're brought up by
jthe same society."
Several students also expressed
I concern over raising families and

holding down a job at the- same
time. "Now the expectation is.to be
more like superwomen, having both
children and a job," commented
one student. While it was agreed
that there are no problems for
women concerning entrance into
the job market, there is hidden
discrimination against women and
they often have trouble advancing. 1
Yet another student noted that discrimination towards men exists as
well. A corporation can exert
pressure "if a man decides that he
wants to take a year off and watch
his child grow up," the student later
remarked.
.
Why aren't there more women
working at Trinity? Likewise most
of the presidents and heads of the
non-sexist organizations are male.
Several students pointed to a lack of
women wanting these positions and
a common fear that they cannot
handle these positions. This fact
alone indicates an obvious need for
more female role models, the group
agreed.
"
The discussion also offered some
ideas to enable the Trinity com-_
munity to become more aware of
women's issues. Trie College is in
the process of planning a women's
studies program, and future lectures on other women's studies programs are planned.
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Hooks Emphasizes Effects
of Reaganomics on Poor

Our 44 years of Test Preparation experience &
Test-Taking Know-how have helped thousands
throughout the country prepare for their careers.
"I took a Kaplan's" has come to mean for many
"I was well prepared for the exam." Ask those
who have taken our courses; they are our best
advertisement,

our way to first class citizenship,"
continued from page 1
He continued, "That's not he said, "and since Mr. Reagan
loves California so well; I'd like to
equitable, that's not fair."
help him get back there." He said
He also noted Reagan's poor that we need not be concerned
stance on social issues. He could about ourselves, but about others.
not think of one thing that Reagan By working together, voting
had done for a civil rights cause. together, and bringing ^about
"Mr. Reagan has systematically op- change together, said Hooks, this
posed anything that a majority of country can be made into the place '
Black people support." He cited it has the potential to be.
After the lecture, Hooks enterthe anti-busing legislation and the
movement for tax-credits to bpenly tained several questions, some conracist colleges as examples of such cerning the Ku Klux Klan. He said
opposition. This means that "you that the economic situation caused
and I are giving money to an institu- by Reagan's policies fosters such
tion that openly discriminates," racist activity. "Until we solve this:
economic problem, the Ku Klux
according to Hooks.
He concluded his speech by say- Klan will continue to demonstrate
ing,, "I'm no, longer willing to be and feel good about it'," he con-:
put in second place." "We're on eluded.

HARTFORD AREA

KflPUIN

Stanley H. Kaplan
Ed. Ctr.
800 Silver Lane
E. Hartford, CT 06118

(203)568-7927

Educational Ctntsr
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
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Letters and Commentary
Step To a More Sensitive Future

impersonal
A
_. in
,_ the
.... home
•_
i ,u«
nonulated. and
and often
often imDersonaJ
as well„ as
and
the populated,
Life "will be transformed into a
world in which the emotional and
market place.
wild place to be visited for pleasure,
Perhaps the most important intellectual needs of the individual
a special preserve where old,
knowledge that I have grown into in are often forgotten and lost.
primitive regions of human perthis class is how multi-faceted the Therefore, in my life, I feel that I
sonality can be rediscovered ... Our
Feminist movement is in the United cannot separate "woman" from
concept of the human person will
States. At one time, I thought that "Feminism," just as I cannot
deepen to do justice to the complex
to be a Feminist meant one thing separate my mind from my body, or
truth of human experience."
and one thing only. Like others, I my work from my personal values
mis quote, taken from Dorothy
hesitated
at the word, but was not and existence.
Dinnerstein's book The Mermaid
Yet feminism also means
afraid of it. Some Feminists are
and the Minotaur resonates deeply
equality: equality in the work-place,
lesbians
and
others
are
not;
some
with how I wish to live my life and
feminists are capitalists, some are equality in education, equality with
view the world and other people. I
communists;
some are from the up- my friends and lovers. Equality and
am one of approximately forty-five
per class and others are from the freedom penetrate deeper than the
students in Joan Hedrick's class enworking class; some are black and surface, though. To gain true
titled
"American
Feminist
some are white. The Feminist equality, an individual must be senThought." This course is the first
movement is as heterogeneous as sitive to the- differences of others;
of its kind at Trinity — a genre of
they must be willing to interact with
Women's Studies, a field which has . the world that it struggles in. For,
another person regardless of their
me,
this
was
an
important
lesson.
been emerging over the, past ten
When I first started to gain my physical attributes; they must be
years in colleges and universities all
Feminist
consciousness,
I willing to recognize and fight the
over the United States.
bemoaned the fact that it seemed inherent racist and sexist biases that
This class,- its students, Joan
impossible
to unite all women, in a every individual possess, no matter
Hedricks, and the dynamic, lively
open-minded
their
common cause, to fight inequality, how
reading list, have made my second
background.
These
biases
are
racism and sexism in our society.
semester junior year a turning point
After taking Prof. Hedrick's course manifested in the simplest actions
in my liberal arts education at
of every person: in their jokes, in
Trinity and in my personal life. In though, I can appreciate these difhow they treat a waiter or waitress
this course, we read works by well- ferences between women, and see
in
a restaurant, in their speech, in
known feminist thinkers in Europe them as part of the dialectic that
and America* These readings cover Karl Marx speaks of: the differen- their treatment of friends and
everything from politics to an- ces, reacting against and with one lovers; and in their willingness to
thropology to biology to history another, create the ferment of more change, even if it means a certain
and sociology. I have finally learned ideas, more awareness, and more degree of pain and temporary
unhappiness.
that there are women in the history consciousness.
of Western Europe and the United
I have also grown to believe that
All of these elements play their
States that made a certain impact my sense of myself and my sense of part in my life as I strive to become
on the world, or at least tried to. I Feminism are not two separate en- a better human being. There is a
have further learned to appreciate tities. Much of Feminist ideology question now as the College conthe accomplishments of women in works to join together the spirit, in- siders the possibility of instituting a
the world of sports, government, telligence and creative energy of
Women's Studies program into the
and the home. This course has ,at every individual, man and woman, Trinity curriculum. Inquiries from
last enabled me to be proud of my with their everyday working and
faculty and administrators questiqn
female birth in light of the outstand- private life. Feminism is not only
whether' there would be any subi n g women ift the past and at
vvprking for women or,,for, political stantial interest in courses in this
present who have praised and
and economic equality for women, field'. I say yes. Since we live in a
celebrated women, and fight for
it is working to improve the quality two-sexed world and since Trinity
.women's equality in the work-place
of life in a mechanistic, over- made the commitment to co-

Remember the Yellow Star of David
To the Editor:
By the time this letter appears in
the Tripod, Awareness Week will
have passed, and hopefully each
one of us will have been affected in
some positive manner, John
Felstiner wrote in his essay on the
American people's response to the
Holocaust, that one must constant- ly remind himself of the pain and
injustice of oppression so that he
can fight " . . disbelief, inertia, incurious obediance, callousness,
euphemism-the human constants
that take some spirit to overcome."
In order to find that spirit we must
be able to empathize with those oppressed. As Felstiner said: " a
passionate understanding ... is the
heart of moral responsibility."

derstand these people. We are all
lucky to have had the opportunity
to come closer to those peoples by
the guidance of such masters as
Richard Bergman.
I appreciate and admire those
students who helped to organize
Awareness Week. I commend them
on their efforts. The banner which
flew over the Cook Arch seemed to
shine over the campus. Taking great
pride in Trinity College, that banner symbolized for me our efforts
towards education, and not the
mere pursuit of a better job after
school. However., one detail on that
banner had a further impact on me,
and will stay with me for years to
come. That detail was the star of
David, painted on a corner of the
Awareness Week has been a banner, in yellow.
healthy supplement to the study of
Considering that this was
oppressed
peoples
in the Awareness Week, and that banner
classrooms. In studying the texts of was to symbolize our celebration of
authors whose aim it is to enlighten that event, I would expect that
us on the plight of an "alien" those who painted the sign would
people, we sometimes are toothemselves be "aware." A yellow
disassociated from the fact to un- star of David was the symbol of

'* Message From the Outside
To the Editor:
In my day- it took something
really serious to rally Trinity's
student, body — important issues
like whether or not freshmen should
live in High Rise. (I was touched by
the genuine concern evinced most
ardently by rising juniors and
seniors who were sincerely upset
since the administration's proposal
was so unfair to incoming students.
Imagine! placing new students in
such a notoriously unsociable
dorm.) Other hot issues were the
causes of the peculiar form of the
allr-pervading sexism at Trinity and,
most seriously, the question of

Murderous hate during World War
II. It stands for genocide; the
Holocaust. Each time that Hitler
defeated, and occupied a new country, the first thing he did was force
all of the Jews to wear a yellow star
of David on their sleeves. He thus
singled them out of the population,
and massacred them almost immediately. Remember the" yellow
star of David and make sure that it
will always be remembered: "... a
passionate understanding that is the
heart of moral responsibility.''

education
courses
education 12
12 years
years ago,
ago, courses
which teach us about one half of the
world's population, and courses
which include the role that women
have played in history, religion,
politics, are crucial and vital.
Whether or not an individual wishes
to call him/herself a feminist, a
capitalist, a communist, an anarchist, there is no doubt that the study
of women, and the study of how interaction between men and women
has shaped the world we live in is
endemic to" the intellectual search of
any liberal arts student. There is an
old sexist adage that no woman is
complete without a man; well, conversely, no man is complete without
a woman. If I took these words out

Barry Bergquist, '81
New Haven, Connecticut

tl' these words" out" of "the "sphere" of
b< heterosexual relations, they would
w mean that no person can do without
d any other person and that men and
ii women have n o t developed
a historically,
Trinity <~oiiege should not hesitate
to institute Women's Studies. It
would be a step into a better, more
sensitive future for students at
Trinity who thereafter enter a
bisexual heterogeneous world.

Socks: An Enigma
of Modern Day Living
craze in fashion foot wear. Most
by Francie Norris
The coming of spring at Trinity is definitely, matching socks has been
marked by a few dinstinctive traits the downfall in my wardrobe. The
such as flowers, softball, frisbec, reason for this lies in the most
and the disappearance of socks ... commonly known phenomenon of
Maybe I'm feeling a bit of spring socks: they disappear from laundry
fever, but the prospect of writing a rooms'.
philosophical or even cynical comSocks are the restless nomads of
mentary is most unappealing. the clothing world. Out of every
Therefore my attention has been five trips to the laundrymat at least
focused on a light-hearted subject one sock gets lost. Some fugitive
tht all people contend with: the socks hide behind the laundry
mystique behind wearing socks.
machines, others sneak into foreign
Men wear socks the most when laundry loads, and of course, there
they are children and adults past 25. are those that become tired of runWith the exception of winter, ning and simply situate themselves
during college and adolescent years, with other fugitives in a visible
the wearing of socks, outside (of place, hoping someone will claim
';'/'.,", . ' ' , , • .
athletics,., is, most unpopular^, For them.
some reason, it becomes.stiflifig'to ,' TfW'is 'the problem withspeks;
wear socks. Displaying barefee't in a whether one wears them for fashion
pair of shoes'has even become a or necessity, one out of a pair
status,symbol. According to the always manages to disappear. A
Preppy Handbook, wealthy, upper- sock is like a martini: one is not
class preppies do not wear socks. enough and three is too many. I have
Granted my source of reference has no answer as to why the problem of
disappearing socks is so prevalent in
limited credibility.
our society. I believe there are only
The popularity of socks among three alternatives to remedy the
women depends mostly on fashion. problem: 1) hand wash your socks
Today socks are in. Knee-socks in 2) staple matching socks together
when in a laundrvmat 3) go to India
the fall and winter and ankle socks
in the spring and summer are the and wear sandals.

i
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Food Reform at SAGA.
Does this strident extracurricular
gusto still exist? If so, I would like
to import Trinity's more subversive
elements to my present university.
It's not far. Following just one dinner in my dormitory, these folk will
see SAGA as an equal challenge to
Lutece or Le Bee-Fin. After a
suitable demonstration the contingent will return to Hartford with
a fresh perspective and an appreciation for
"... what cha don't know
whatcha got 'till it's gone."

of the sphere of heterosexual
or the they would mean that no
relations,
person can do without any other
person and that men and women1
have not developed historically,
morally, or socially without those
of the opposite sex touching upon
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Letters
The Beginnings Of a Brave New World
To the Editor:
The death of an infant in
Bloomington Indiana last week,
marked what may be the beginning,
of a brave new world. The child, or
Infant Doe, as the Indiana courts
have labelled him, was born with
Down's Syndrome, a genetic defect
afflicting one out of roughly every
700 babies. Moreover, the baby
required surgery that would enable
food to pass to its stomach. Upon
learning this the parents of the child
not only refused to let the baby
have the Operation but they refused
to let other couples adopt the infant, in effect condemning the baby
to a week-long death by starvation.
(Maybe it would have been more
appropriate if they had abandoned
the baby in the hills to die like thfe

ancient Greeks and Romans did
with retarded, deformed, or weak
babies). Not only was the decision
approved of by the doctors in the
Indiana hospital where the baby
was born, (violating their Hippocratic (hypocritical?) Oath to
protect human life), but it was given
moral sanction by an Indiana State
Supreme Court decision which
decided in favor of the parents.
With a regard for human life that
would make Herman Goering
proud, the Indiana court has approved and condoned the deliberate
and pre-meditated murder of a
week-old baby boy. This is a moral
outrage. Yet not more outrageous
than "liberals" who are wont to
charge that President Reagan's
budget cuts are life threatening to

the poor and handicapped, yet just
can't see anything wrong with purposefully slaughtering a baby.
"These people (referring to the victims of Down's Syndrome)" a
liberal acquaintance of mine said,
"are just as out of touch with what
is going on around them, and their
quality of life is going to be so bad,
what is wrong with putting them
out of their misery?" I'll tell you
what. Nobody anywhere has the
right to make that kind of life-anddeath decision for anybody. George
Will, alumnus of Trinity, syndicated columnist and writer for
Newsweek writes that someone

Recently you published a letter
from Laura Johnston, a senior who
will complete degree requirements
in December, 1982. In her letter she
complained because she will not be
eligible to participate in the Career
Counseling Office bidding system
which determines which enrolled
seniors find places on visiting interviewer's schedules next February
and March.
First, it is to be noted that Ms.
Johnston will not be denied a place
on all corporation or agency interviewing schedules, but only on
those for which there is more
demand from seniprs than places to
accommodate. A single interviewer
will usually arrange a schedule of
fourteen interviews during a day's
visit. This year seventy corporations, firms, 6r agencies sent
recruiters to the campus, a record
number, to the best of my
knowledge,, and about thirty of
these attracted more students who
desired interviews than schedules
permitted. In the event the same
kind of situation arises next year,
alumni will be able, as they were
this year, to have interviews on unfilled schedules but not on those
where undergraduate demand ex-

ceeds supply. Alumni will not, in
short, have a higher priority than
enrolled seniors.
The reason for this is not that the
College is unconcerned for its former students or indifferent to their
interest in securing employment.
Rather, it is that we are more concerned* about
present
undergraduates and about keeping the
educational process intact during
the eighth semester.
1
It is a fact of life, at least it has
been since the late nineteen-forties.
that many seniors see fit to deal
with two conflicting interests: completing the,ir degree' Requirements
and looking for post-graduation
employment. In days of yore,
seniors remained students until
graduation, taking off then, if not
already promised employment in
the family firm or by friends, in
pursuit of employment. So great is
our eagerness to launch our careers
now, seniors spend much of the
second term in pursuit of employment lest between the last class
and the first promotion there be an
indecent delay.
The effect of all this is, in the
minds of many faculty, detrimental
to their academic work, especially
in seminars and small classes where
a student's presence is vital. One of
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receiving rights, let alone empathy. He can do without people like
Infant Doe's parents, and courtslike Indiana's, asserting by their actions that people like him are less
than fully human."
All of this, the decision to starve
the baby, approval of this decision
by the Indiana State Supreme
Court, and the lack of a public outcry after the baby's death, seems to
me incomprehensible. Isn't it ironic
that 1984 is just two years away?
Sincerely,
Michael Duffy'85

..

Clarification of Spring Weekend
To the Editor:
L would like to clear up some of

Alumni Aren't Higher Priority
For Career Counseling
To the Editor:

should counsel these people" . . .to
stop babbling about Down's Syndrome children not having any sort
of quality of life." And lest anyone
charge that Will is an insensitive
conservative out of touch with the
reality of the situation, he qualifies
this
statement
by
saying,
"Jonathan Will, 10 (his son) fourth
grader and Orioles fan (and the best
wiffle-ball hitter in Southern
Maryland) has Down's Syndrdme.
He suffers from nothing but anxiety
about the Orioles' lousy start. He is
doing nicely thank-you. But he is
bound to have quite enough
problems dealing with society —

the functions, therefore, that
justifies a career counseling office is
that, to the degree it keeps job hunting on campus, it helps to maintain
the academic integrity of the eighth
semester, permits students and
faculty members to do what they
are supposed to be doing, and
relieves some seniors of the need to
go to Cornmencement unable to tell
parents that they will start work
tomorrow.
Former students, whether they be
many years out or only a few weeks,
are always welcome to use the services of the Career Counseling Office, and many do each year.
However, alumni, unencumbered
by class schedules and preparations,
are freer than students to pursue
employment, and it would not be
correct in my view to displace
enrolled seniors from sought-after
places on interview schedules.
Sincerely,
Thomas A. Smith
Vice President of the
College

the rumors that have been flying
about the campus lately concerning
Spring Weekend. First, the concert
will be on the main quad on Sunday, May 9. Secondly, the band will
be Squeeze, as we know it, complete with original lead singer.
Finally, this is a closed concert,
open only to Trinity students and
their guests.
The schedule of events is as
follows:
Friday,

May 7: 9 p.m. —

Dance in the Washington
Room featuring The T-Boys.
Refreshments provided.

Saturday, May S; 10 a.m. —
Field Day team competition
on the soccer field, featuring
The Outrageous Obstacle
Course.
Saturday, May 8: 1 p.m. —
Alligator Jam on the qquad
featuring student bands.
Sunday, May 9: 3 p.m. ,—
Concert with Squeeze, Opening act:
"A Flock of Seagulls."
Admission to all Spring Weekend
events is free. Be on the lookout for
details concerning Field Day.
Dan Moalli
Chairman, Concert &
Dance Committee,
SGPB

Act Your Age
To the Editor:
In the past four years 1 have been
involved in many productions
whose main form of publicity outside of the Tripod is posters. I've
also noticed an annoyingly juvenile
habit some people have adopted of
tearing posters down. Having
designed some posters myself and
knowing the time and effort (not to
mention money) which goes into
them and the productions they
publicize, I think this kind of vandalism shows a profound lack of
respect for these groups. In particular just this past week I had to
put up four new sets of student

Repertory posters on the New
South campus main entrance door
before I gave up in frustration.
Also, I was shocked to see many of
the terrific Pipes' Buttondown
posters similarly disappear after only a few hours.
Although I realize this may be
due in part to the dorm janitors
(and they should be; made aware of
.this), I think it's high time that
some of the students on this campus
start acting their age.
Thank you,
Michael Lipp'82

,

The Empire Is Coming Home to Roost
To the Editor:
I'm in London reflecting on truth
and the state of the world, trying to
come up with any ideas for Mr.
Winslow's suggestion that students
on ALOA write to the Tripod about
our experiences. There have been
so many Trinity students in London
this year that it would be redundant
to tell anyone about Trafalgar
Square or Hyde Park. If you want
that kind of England come over for
a week and watch Brideshead
Revisited. There is more to it than
that. Do 1 have any particular insights? I think so. I have had the
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time to formulate them. Everyone
else has trodden off to exotic climes
(Morocco, Greece) for the month. I
have stayed on, seeing England and
thinking about it all: the people, the
food, the war. Yes, I say war.
That's what the papers call it, not
crisis or incident, it's war. There's
been a Battle at Port Stanley; the
politicians want war. Thatcher wants
you to fight as well, youth (male
youth) of America. Only one paper,
The Guardian, suggests that the
country curb its jingoism and
hawkishness. The rest talk of war,
fight, kill, hate (like an American
football match) interspersed with
speculation about Prince Andrew
the helicopter pilot and the Argentinian groom Charles has tending
his horses (he's lived in the UK for
thirteen years and was hired
before the invasion.)
The CND (Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament) reports that the
British fleet is almost certainly
carrying nuclear depth charges and
other weapons, a report I have yet
to see officially (or unofficially)
denied. Frightening. Even the
Washington Post has written about
the horror it could lead to. Vet it
goes on — kill the Argentinians, the
Empire will strike back and "Don't
Cry For Me, Argentina" is out of
the Royal Variety Show. I finally
got to the Changing of the Guard at

Buckingham Palace last week.
There were the Queen's Guards
playing their maracas. It was
distinctly South American music, at
least what sounds South American,
to me. I can't figure it out. Another
"take that" to the military junta?
Haig is getting bad press all
around. No one can figure out what
he is doing. They want American
guns or nothing. Maggie is ignoring
the six point peace proposal and our
constant jokes about "Oh, Go to
Argentina" got a few hostile reactions in Oxford last Thursday.
Don't Cry for me, Argentina. I am
afraid of war, afraid of death. The
world has a lot of beauty. If we
devastate it, there is no where else
to go. Anyone not inutterably
foolish knows that nuclear war
means just that, Gloom and Doom.
The weather is beautiful. I'm tired
of the library. The empire is coming
home to roost, world's end is
looming, and I am taking the tube
home to Earl's Court to get some,
dinner together.
I will be back next year to
graduate. Till then, another plea to
get your noses out of books and
beers and think of all the places
with the potential to- spark explosion: Port Stanley, El Salvador,
Jerusalem. See you soon. Peace.
Patricia Zengerle '83
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Editorial /j

D.C. Wire: Stop the MAD.-Ness.
The Time Is Now.

ts the largest single item on the theoretical glass which has enclosed
Pentagon budget. We already have our defense policy for over twenty
Since the 1960s, America's strate- ,' thirteen; the Russians have two. years, an increasing number of
Next year, we will be building Americans have turned their backs
gic defense policy has been founded
on a concept of deterrence appro- another two at the cost of 6.9 on M.A.D. and looked to the sanity
billion dollars. According to the of nuclear freeze. As senator Mark
priately known by the acronym
During the course of the year, students in the collegiate M.A.D. (mutually assured destruc- Congressional General Accounting Hatfield, (R-Oregon) author of the
environment are busily working on academics or those tion). According to this theory, the Office, the F/A 18 model aircraft most extensive nuclear freeze
carriers now being built were rushed legislation explains, "Nuclear
extracurricular activities which most intrigue them. Yet
posession of weaponry capable of
students enveloped in the 'face pace' of college life are too surviving a first strike would deter into production without being superiority is not only a meaningless
often forgetting those pressing concerns outside of their an adversary from launching an at- properly tested. Plague .with term in an age of multiple overkill,
tack because of the high probability production problems and cost it is a hinderance at the bargaining
natural habitat.
overruns, the effectiveness of the table." The U.S. and the Soviet
Such was not the case last week when the Trinity com- that "unacceptable" damage would
Union, both greatly beleagured by
plan
remains unknown.
be
incurred
during
the
retaliatory
murtity was treated to a plethora of stimulating lectures,
economic ills are currently in milidiscussions and information sessions organized as part of exchange. In analyzing the
The MX missile program, costing tary positions which make a nuclear
"Awareness Week." The wide array of lectures included pragmatism of this position, the
aggregate
impact
of
a
nuclear
at4.5
billion, was originally espoused freeze a viable and necessary
Black, Jewish, nuclear and consumer topics. There were
tack, and possiblity of a "limited"
to
give
us first-strike capability. It political solution. Globally, the
discussions on the Middle East, women, alcohol and adnuclear war must be realistically
was
maintained
that the Soviets, U.S. has nine-thousand warheads
ministrative outreach. Then, there were information tables
evaluated.
unable to locate or destroy enough while the Soviets have sevensponsored by the Trinity Alcohol Awareness Program, the
Recent studies conducted by the of our missiles (two-hundred thousand. In Europe, the Soviets
Connecticut Audobon Society, Sierra Club, and Green
U.S. Senate Committee on moving between two-thousand have two-thousand misiles while the
Peace.
••
•
, ,
.,
Banking, Housing and Urban Af- silos) would not risk a first strike ef- U.S. has twelve-hundred. The U.S.
It was a week that tapped the talents of people from all
fairs indicate that part in- fort. However, this premise was total includes invulnerable forwardareas of the community. It involved students, faculty, ad- vestigations have grossly underdependent on the adoption of a based submarines, two of which
ministrators, experts from the Hartford area and even well- estimated the effects of a nuclear
limit in nuclear warheads under the could destroy every major Russian
known men from around the United States.
attack and overestimated the sur- SALT II treaty. Having abandoned city. Although outdistancing us in
For those people who took advantage of these events, it vival" and recovery ability of the SALT II, the Soviets are now free many weaponry categories, the
was an invaluable opportunity to expand upon their United States. They noted that to increase the risk of all-out Soviet nuclear arsenal is more
knowledge of local, national and world problems, to reflect previous studies employed to sup- nuclear attack by attacking every vulnerable than ours because sevenupon their validity, and to form intelligent opinions. Beyond port policymaking efforts have silo with a hair-trigger, launch-on- ty to seventy-five percent of it is
land-based while only 25 percent of
the discussions of last week, the Tripod hopes that in future failed to itemize the "interactive" warning missile.
all U.S. missiles are. A freeze would
weeks and years students will continue their awareness of effects of nuclear attack (eg. the
M-l battle tanks, costing 250
impact of damage to one industry million dollars, are unable to be halt testing activity needed for acthese and other issues outside the classroom.
The fundamental question is whether or not students are on the productive capacities of used by the U.S. Marines because curacy and thus , greatly reduce
Soviet confidence in a first-strike
going to continue this process of furthering their "intellec- either industries).
they are too big to travel across
capability.
"Limited"
nuclear
war,
a
bridges, must be accompanied by
tual horizons" away from the regimented classroom atmosphere. Unfortunately, the answer appears for the most strategic doctrine adopted by an armored bulldozer and require
22 Senators and 150 Representatives have already signed the Hatpart to be alarmingly negative. 'Intellectualizing,1 at least in Secretary of Defense James constant refueling.
field/Kennedy resolution, (S.J.
respect to those concerns exterior to our materialistic en- Schlesinger in 1974, is conceived of
There are two-thousand Kiowa Res. 163) which calls for a freeze on
vironment, seenrjs to be relatively nonexistent unless a as an attack on one or more of a
"bull" like Awareness Week moves at least some of us to nation's land-based strategic ar- helicopters which, the army con- testing, production and further
senals (eg. intercontinental ballistic ceeds, will probably be unable to fly deployment of nuclear weapons by
consider the issues for at least a short period.
missiles (ICBMs), submarine sup- even after 44 million dollars has both the U.S. and the U.S.R. There
Oddly enough, by definition, a liberal arts education 1
port bases, strategic bombers). This been expended to fix chronic rotor are eighteen other freeze proposals
means that its 'disciples' are educated in a broad spectrum
strategy assumes that it is possible problems which now induce spin,
of varied content swimming about
of academic disciplines. As students at Trinity, our educato limit and structure a nuclear atCongress, but this resolution is the
tion should not"only be achieved in the classroom. It is ac- tack which causes serious damage
; A 1971 treaty with the Soviet most extensive and therefore the»
complished when we strive to go beyond the classroom, by to n>ilit|tyf hardware ..without
Union outlawed antiballistic missile
;
•
»
attending lectures such asttiose offeteidlast wee;k, ofgante necessitating escalation toward a systems but permitted each country most realistic.
ing activist groups and by attempting to synchronize issues full-scale nuclear exchange. This to retain one small demonstration
, While wasteful military spending
of the world with those addressed in the classroom. This posture presumes that damage to a system. Today, we are spending 439
continues to severely erode our
synchronizing process is not easy-, but every student here is civilian population would be so million dollars on a system which is national security, lack of federal
capable of accomplishing such intellectual assimilations. minimal as to be perceived as accep- unable to be enlarged, to a useful funding for education and
This process can germinate and eventually grow by the sim- table.
scale, is according to military ex- numerous social programs fails to
perts, "completely useless,"
ple effort of discussing issues with friends during leisure
protect the people and principles
hours. Regardless of the style by which each person exThe Office of Technology
which our government, we are told,
presses their ideas on issues, it is imperative to remember Assessment reports that the
Having shattered the foggy, "defends.
that we are not utilizing our liberal arts education, if our ac- resulting fallout from a ten missile
cumulation of knowledge does not permeate to our attack on U.S. ICBMs would result
in-15 million deaths. Fallout would
classmates and those around us.
We are a generation accused at times of being egocen- also significantly damage the U.S.
tric, materially oriented, and apathetic. Such harsh and vin- food producing system as our ICdictive recourses are a challenge to overcome and now is no BM systems cover substantial parts To the Editor;,
special events. With the renovation,
of the Farm Belt, the Midwest and
After reading Jeff More's article Saga could surely do the same. The
better time to start.
the South. Approximately half of on the Saga Food Corporation in
last point Mr. More mentions most"
all U.S. food energy, including sixty last week's Tripod, I am amazed at
clearly shows his ignorance and perpercent of our grains and forty per- how disrespectful someone who is sonal bias in the matter. If the food
cent of our cattle would be affected supposed to represent the Trinity were as bad as he mentions,
by fallout. Furthermore, ap- College community can be. I would wouldn't the students utilize the
proximately one third of U.S. like to approach each .of Mr. suggestion board to a greater exDo you hear a voice? It's manufacturing capcity lies within More's charges with my own tent? I, for one, believe that the
by K. S. Kusiak
definitely some kind of sound and this area. After accounting for bot- opinions, which better represent the Saga Corporation is doing a fine
the source seems to be something tlenecking (the disruptive effects ideology of Saga. First, nobody was job in serving balanced meals to
•another drug related incident at the
called Ralph — a body wrapped up that losses in a key industry have on forced to sign the petition if they nearly one thousand students each
end of Awareness Week.
in a suit. Everyone seems to be con- dependent economic activities), did not want to. Furthermore, those day. 1 also believe that Mr. More
centrating on the sounds that Ralph estimated damages would severely headwaiters who participated did so should better judge student opinion
Telephone wires. Picture it if you
is making and what they mean — devastate the national economy. on their own initiative, not on the before he goes out on a limb to
can. A thousand or more telphone
something about how a person can Clearly these facts deny the advice of the Food Service discredit the opinions of President
wires coated in black rubber formake a difference and fight the big possibility of a limited nuclear war Managers. I did so because I feel English and Vice President Smith.
ming a complex matrix fifty feet
guys and that kind of thing. What circumscribed by "acceptable" that Saga puts forth the best A formal apology to these two, the
above the quad. You can barely see
about the sounds though? Is Ralph levels of destruction.
product possible given the facilities entire staff of the kitchen, and to
the sky above this unnatural spider
The ever growing redundancy of available to them. The second the entire Trinity Community is
web. Who knows what messages really making them? I don't
they carry? Little electric impulses think so. They seem to be coming deployed weapons dictated by argument I found to be very inac- surely in order.
from two black boxes on either side M.A.D. has a destabalizing effect curate was that concerning the
making unseen waves -of energy
Sincerely,
of him. I think'that these boxes on this country and the rest of the catering service. Mr. More seems to
back and forth between the stressed
Glenn S. McLellan
both
militarily and believe that the whole catering serslabs of stone that each of us calls must have practices a lot together world
T
l
w
because
they
are
making
the
very
economically. It has also lulled the vice centers around Janice Burr. He
our place. They are impulses of
TRINITY TRIPOD '
love, hate, indifference, fact, and same sounds at the very same time. Defense Department into a military should realize, however, that once a
Volume 80, Issue 24, April
I'm sure it's all very complicated.
wasteland.
decision is made as to the location,
random gutteral sound. Look
47. 1982. The TRIPOD is
There are a lot of people here on
menu, etc. of an event it is no
again. There's no rubber now, no
published weekly on TuesFor example, the entire B-l bom- longer in her hands. The food serthe sungrass today. Plastic, leather,
day, except vacations, during
electron waves, just sweet endlrss
string and wood are what they ber project requires a 40 billion vice must finalize all details, order
•he academic year. Student
sky.
usually wear on their feet, but most dollar investment. Considered ob- necessary supplies, and completely
subscriptions arc included in
Spin, spinning, spun. Horizc. 'al have shed that kind of cover this af- solete by most military experts, the
the student activities fee;
set up the service.
wheels of spinning sound, or i-. a.
other subscriptions arc
ternoon, OH my! Whai about the B-l has a useful life of only four
smell — no, it's color, and coi-r
The discrepancies he mentions in
$12.00 per y e a r . The
dirt and germs? No big deal, I've years. It will not be in service until
ejected by the power of a living and
TRIPOD is printed by the
heard about men who sprinkle dirt 1986,- three years before the more service time come not from
twisting system of organ of tissue ofPalmer Journal Register,
on their salad and eat it. I wonder if accurate Stealth bomber is problems within Saga, but from a
cell of element o f molecule of atom.
scheduled to replace it. Mos! lack of communication between the
Palmer, MA, and published
the
relativity
of
thought
extends
to
Down the power flows all into the
military experts agree that we could sponsor and Mrs. Burr. It should
at Trinity College, Hartford,
physical
reality
as
well.
Chalk
it
up
disk that floats farther lhan it
CT. Advertising rates are
to clairvoyance. On the other hand, effectively equip aging B-52s with also be mentioned that the facilities
should only to be absorbed by
! $3.00 per column inch,
cruise missiles. But. that would only available for catering are minimal.
cancel
that
and
chalk
a
beer
to
me.
another system. What that disk
cost 9 billion dollars.
Chances ars \b>; ••.-.• nnctiior he 'wit- $30.00 per eighth page and
could do if it only had a mind.
Hey everybody, be aware!
The U.S. aicraft carrier represen- nessed had complete facilities for
by Maura Mclnerney

Intellectualize

Disrespect Towards the Trinity
Is Apalling

This Week In Cubby's
Corner
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Commentary

Science and Mankind

last and worst enemy — Himself."

by Maxwell Edusei
SoOn after the end. of the Second
World War. Sir Winston Churchill
declared: 'Man, in this moment in
his history, has emerged with
greater supremacy over the forces
of nature than he had ever
dreamed of before. He has it in his
power to solve quite easily the
problems of material existence.
He has conquered the wild
beasts, he has even conquered the
insects and microbes. There lies
before him, if he wishes a golden
age of peace and progress. There
only remains for him to conquer his

Much has happened in the world
of science since these words were
uttered. Increasing knowledge has
enabled Man to conquer also the
space around this earth and explore the whole solar system. The
basic processes
controlling
heredity in living entities have been
uncovered. Astronomy has been
reborn, and knowledge of the
universe extended enormously.
.Advances in medical science has
been spectacular. Development of
new strains of food grains and
animals have increased greatly
productivity in agriculture and

TRINITY COLLEGE SECURITY ANNOUNCES
A NEW COURSE OFFERING.
Larc 101-Applied Larceny OfO-0).
This course is open to undergraduates &
graduates & may be audited without
permission.
Prerequisites! CareleBsnesslO3i
Indifference 106 (3 hours of
Ignorance 516 may be substituted).
Tuition) Varie^. Dependent upon
value of property you can afford to
relinquish*
Meeting Timesi
Hours arranged by
the instructor when the best
opportunity exists.
Ins truetorsi
Course taught by
numerous professional * amateur
instructors'. Some have served
lengthly fellowships at accredited
institutions.
Registrationi
Students need not
• register for this course.
Instructors
wilj, contao.t you upon proof of
completion of prerequisites, ,
This cours^'ils-'des-igned-:tbv'lBa've ^: • •' • !•
you with ar> unforgettable educational
experience»'
' ' ;' : .

animal husbandry. The'computer is At the same time, the developing to bring prosperity and happiness
revolutionizing industry, and in nations, which knew nothing of to all mankind.
Serious problems of pollution of
subtle ways is permeating almost 'science' in the days before the
all human activities. These are but colonial era, and which were given the air and of rivers, lakes, and
a few of the new ways in which little opportunity to develop it by even the sea, by effluents from
man's continuing search for their later rulers, now face the factories and motor vehicles,
knowledge, and its application to superhuman task of catching up sewage works and run-off from
his needs are influencing our lives with their formermasters. Despite fertilized farm lands, have arisen in
and opening new vistas of progress their efforts and good intentions, many areas. Even enormous
the gap between their standards of bodied of water like the Great
for mankind.
While thislias been going on, the living and these of the developed Lakes of North America are sufnew nationalism and the memories nations, is widening rather con- fering from this man-made
of ancient feuds and grudges have tracting, due to the inadequate aid pollution, primarily from in--,
creasing technology and its apled to unrest and war in many parts they receive.
of the world, including Africa. And
The fruits of science belong to all plication without full knowledge of
consequences.
These
modern war has been made, by the mankind. But they are not reaching the
misuse of science, an activity which all men for a multitude of reasons, deleterious effects of the apis both bestial and impersonal. The mostly conscious arrogance on the . plication of science and technology
moral nature of man has not ad- part of both advanced and the are not often deliberate, but arise
vanced fast to keep pace with
advancing nations. Even in the from ignorance of the overall
material progress. I can find no
advanced nations there is conflict, effects of new processes and
evidence whatever that the and in some places a growing materials upon the environment.
morality of the human species has conflict between the traditional Some, however,-are the result of
improved in the 5,000 years of
culture and' that growing from complete disregard of the conrecorded history. The evil which science and technology. Science, sequences in the desire to make
even the most religious and gently which is now shaping the lives of money. Selfishness and wisdom do
of us are prepared to do, im- mankind, is not yet completely not go hand in hand where the
personally, in war, is far greater in • integrated into our philosophy of natural resources of the earth are
concerned. The products of the
its effects the the worst acts of the life.
surface of the land, and of the rock
ancient conqueror. The great
We find ourselves in a situation
religions of the world have all where knowledge of nature and beneath it, are the property of all
condemned war and its immorality, technological ingenuity have been men, and some sort of international
caretaking seems essential if they
but it remains the primary sin of
misused on a colossal scale to are to be enjoyed by our children,
mankind;
create the greatest threat ever
Man has always been faced with
We live in a world of gross faced by mankind - World War has
inequalities, created almost wholly become unthinkable but we stand choices between good and evil.
on the brink of a precipice which Perhaps it is not regretted that his
by the application of science to
we ourselves have created, increasing knowledge of nature,
human problems. The so-called
frightened to withdraw and to take and his application of that
developed nations have applied
scientific knowledge assiduously to these steps which would eliminate knowledge, now forces him to face
this terrible prostitution of up to what may be his final choice
raise their standards of living, and
this process accelerates each year. knowledge, to enable it to be used between two alternatives.

Details On the Black

"p.S. Trinity College Security does
NOT recommend this course to anyone.
Please take care of your property.

by Russell Hall
I. Discontent saturating black
community here evident in
minority student lists of classes
now in attendance.
Five black students I've known
have willfully left the Trinity
community.
Indicates present black population is being reduced eleven
percent by willful withdrawal.
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TCB executive committee saddened while making invitation ,
list for dinner honoring Benjamin Hooks paid for by the
Dean of Students office's one
hundred dollar contribution.
Selection of twenty people to
attend determined by following
considerations:
1) Who had worked most to
bring Hooks here
2) Who in the faculty and administration were most
helpful to TCB"
3) Who would remain at ~
Trinity to pass on what was
learned.
Of those attending the dinner,
nine will return next year.
II. Two of three black faculty
members will not be back for
the 1982-83 academic year.
Marilyn Denny presently is
scrutinizing a faculty search
suspected of inept affirmative
action posting procedures. But
don't worry, Trinity's four
year effort to draft an affirmative action document is not
c o m p l e t e . Write down
1
Trinity's response to this quest i o n : Why ib Professor
Goodenow on next year's pay
roll, when he and Dr. Moseby
were supposedly retrenched?
III. But wait. The Office of Aimissions is proud to announce
fifty-four blacks have been ac-

cepted to the class of '86! So if
the Dean wants to help keep
those who choose to come, he
could ask Dietrich for some
new ideas, or ask Denny for
some old facts, or ask the two
blacks who registered last
January, why they have decided to transfer.
IV. It seems I have left my original
purpose, to say something
about Benjamin Hooks. Well,
ABC was there, and Trinity's

full time photographer was
there, and a lot of students
were there. He told us that in
this era of rapid regression, the
only thing necessary is for the
good people to do nothing. He
said that we, whojirink the
sun's nourishment everyday,
who live in a country with
freedom of speech and the
right to vote, have a responsibility to look, listen, and
speak.
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Arts/ Entertainment
TheatreArts Prnpmm Presents Six One-Acts
by Jonathan T.Moore
The Theatre Arts Program
presented six one-act plays this
weekend directed by members of
Roger Shoemaker's advanced directing class. The shows were divided
into two sets: Rep I, running Thurs.
day and Friday nights, and Rep II
on Saturday and Sunday nights.

The Great
Nebula in Orion
The Great Nebula in Orionj
with loneliness and
fulfillment in the
women — old friends ff.qtffcthl
college dsys seven
^
Carrie, pltyed by Jane Eva«
one-time political activist wh
abandoned her ideals for a comf
table married life in a w§
Boston suburb with her hi
children, end social clubs. t
played by Sally Schwager, l
cessful fashion designer
alone in a tasteful Manhajj
ment. The women ha
each other by ci
fashionable depar^HHHSre in

New York ci£i4B§B0^

playing her role with adequate sincerity and conviction. Richard See
conveyed well the frustration and
despair attendant upon his role as
Vadise, the innocent victim of love
and the pawn of the tragedy. Matt
George achieves the level of
deviousness, malevolence and greed
necessary for a dynamic portrayal
of King Conchubar. Christopher
Silva was poorly cast in the role of
Fergus, the wise old man who
claims to "know the King's mind as
it were my own," His voice is too
high pitched to allow a- convincing
characterization of extreme age.
The diction problem that occurred
throughout the play wasv particularly acute in Suva's case, Mary

Joodman was goocHmhersufcportrole of the prou(N|HKa:ldlyi musician .lBHBvlatt
luneiMH|iff,

modern conventions, pointfay.satirizes
ing out the insecurity and insub-

phas

action

room of
lere they
gossip, catch
up on each other's lives, and drink
heavily.
The play presents a poignant,
though somewhat hackneyed view
of
friendship,
aging,
and
disillusionment. The production is
of particular relevance for a college
audience because of its dealing with
loneliness due to failed expectations. It is a shot of pessimism to
'dampen our idealizations of the future,
The play is not all isolation and
depression, however. We get a
number of good laughs from the
contradictions. and insincerities of
character > evident in the many
asides to the audience, a gimmick
carried off by both Sally Schwager
and Jane Evans with considerable
vitality, Their comic timing is good,
and both have the needed understanding of the loneliness of their
characters.
Lucy Cole has done a fine job as
director and though the energy of
the play sags toward the end, this
seems to be largely due to the nature
of the script. The director as well as
the actresses are successful, here, in
keeping the play interesting as the
wit and levity seep from the script.
Despite , one or two stagnant
moments toward the end, the play is
moving and well performed.

Deidre
Deirdre, a 9th century Celtic
legend adapted by William Butler
Yeats for the stage, was the second
play in the Thursday and Friday set
of reps. It is the story of the
jealousy of King Conchubar
(played by Matt George), a devious
old King who loves Dierdre (Hyla
Flaks), the beautiful young princess
who in turn is betrothed to King
Nadise (Richard See). The play is an
unusual piece of drama to be
produced, as it is severely outdated
and lacking in relevance and
inherent entertainment value. For
these reasons and because of some
t rticularly difficult language, the
•y is generally inaccessible for the
modern audience. Nevertheless, it is
an ambitious undertaking in itself
and included some graceful examples of the actor's craft.
Hyla Flaks moved sympathy as
Deirdre, the tragic character,
A

i;i x 5 i xz x j> „.-* -„ j . t, 2 u ji.

Deborah Bliss as Eve has a blissful moment in The Apple Tree.

to

The

set
the evil, blackefully emjpmy and eerie
' this insistenplay in a
: he keeps
Icrious and
i a Celtic

^milBBiBr"t''""of

Rep I ^^^HBBBHK>rge Bernard S h a n S B H S B Lied to
Her HusaHH^HHHr of this
refreshingl«mHi||H|K)lace in
the living ^|PJ||||jj|||umDus
household.
confronts Ted(
young lover, a!
poems addressed
dy. The play expl?
possibilities of s^
themes as love, j e a l o a B ^ B H H T d
marriage at the hand<^gg|]gjpEly
pretentious people.
This lively inspe
potential to act ^ H H R p l e t e
dischord withrationaJ[»fj8JWrght has
all the verve and potency that Shaw
intended for it to have. Richard
Schieferdecker's characterization of
the apoplectic suavity of the young
lover was strong. He was appropriately insecure and pretentious, though a maladjusted cumberband detracted slightly from his
• otherwise pompous appearance,
fodd Van Amburgh's stodgy and
confused Henry Bumpus was also
very fitting. His stage confidence
and control over his lines was
reassuring. The real energy of the
show was rooted in Judith Wolff's
performance as Aurora Bumpus.
She brought to the role a
remarkable expressiveness of both
voice and face, and an obvious enthusiasm for the part. All three, in
fact, appeared to be having a very
good time on stage.
The director, Anne McAllister,
understood this brand of humor
peculiar to Shaw and realized the
importance of a snappy flow of action for the proper expression of the
comic elements. She made good
physical use of the characters on
stage. The performance was simply
good strong entertainment.

stantiality behind man's faith in
those conventions. The family, consisting of Mommy, Daddy, and
Grandma, is the focus of the play
The interaction between these
characters reflects the idea of the
complete dissolution of the modern
American family as a result of a
fundamental failure to try to understand people by communicating.
This performance, directed by
Alice Harlow, was strong and
benefitted from some nice directorial touches and from a
memorable characterization of
Grandma by Hunter Sloane. Miss
Sloane transmitted quite adequately
the physical suffering
and
alienation of the neglected Grandmother. The concentration with
which she maintained a difficult
whiny-grandmother voice in the
longer speeches is worth noting,
and the short, caustic retorts were
well-placed. Karen Webbers's
Mommy is funny enough in its
snippity, hen-pecking, Grandmascolding way, but she might have
played it less tensely and so have
been more in control of her lines.
Michael Lipp as Daddy was sufficiently insecure. He managed to
derive confidence from the energy
of the other characters and of the
show in general, and so fill in the
naps. Blythe Bachmann looked the
part of Mrs, Baker, the woman
from the adoption service, and had
considerable poise onstage but
I lacked the concentration needed to
make her part convincing. The
Young Man is performed with some
grace by Jordan Bain, but it is unclear whether he was trying to play
his part emotionlessly or if he was
iust being the cocky and proud
American Dream.

Alice Harlow as director placed
some nice touches in the production,
particularly
Mommy's
scolding clucks at Daddy when he
drops the candy wrappers on the
rug.

People Are
living There
People are Living There by Athol
Fugard followed The American
Dream. It is a poignant drama
which takes place in the kitchen of
Mildred Alfred Jenkins' boarding
house. Her friends Don and Shorty
are two boarders, and the action is a
conversation between the three.
Mildred, having recently broken up
with her lover of ten years, is going
through middle-age depression. She
struggles to find some happiness
within herself in the face of her
loneliness and poverty.
Karen Perlow did an admirable
performance in her role as Mildred.
She conveyed the depth of
Mildred's character, the despairing
and the rejoicing, with confidence
and a good stage presence. Her
concentration waned at times, but
the script is long and difficult, and
Miss Perlow carried it off with
style. Mike Isko played Don, the
note-scribbling pseudo-intellectual,
Freud-freak with a warm, relaxed
sympathy that suited the part
nicely. He allowed the control to
slip away from him at times and,
there were a few gaps in the performance. Ken Festa was particularly strong as Shorty. He depicted the "simple->minded" sidekick
with, a charm and vigor that enervate the play. Laurie Anderson
provided a chilly counterpart as
Shorty's unfaithful and seldom-see

The American
Dream
Rep II, Saturday and Sunday
nights' set of shows, opened with
the absurdist classic The American
Dream, by Edward Albee. The
American Dream is a farce which

Short? (Ken Fe&ier) coiifrOnU his unfaiihfui wife (Laurie Anderson) over
the kitchen table in People Are Living There.
photo by Howard

wife, Sissy.

Kwaku Sintim-Misa as director
brought the necessary insight to the
difficult script. The attention paid
to the energy flow and rhythms of
the show was crucial in keeping the
play from becoming boring toward
the end. Kwaku has done a
noteworthy job with the blocking of
the show. Blocking is always difficult when done in the round, as
were all of these shows.

The Apple Tree
. A tremendously refreshing conclusion to the Reps was provided in
The Apple Tree, a musical written
by Jerry Brock and Sheldon Harnick and based on a story by Mark
Twain. The story is that of Adam
and Eve from the time when Adam
first meets Eve through their falling
in love, the eating of the apple and
their subsequent eviction from the
Garden, Cain and Abel, and finally
the death-of Eve. It is at times
touching, and takes a great deal of
its strength from the humor of
Mark Twain. Particularly amusing
was A d a m ' s discovery of >
"humor" and the invention of the
first joke which was "Why did the
chicken cross the road? "
Chuck Cronis' Adam is appropriately naive and bull-headed.
Chronis makes good use of facial
expressions, skillfully evoking
laughter with a well-placed glance
or toss of the head. He sang his
songs with a particularly resonant
voice and good stage presence.
Deborah Bliss was charming as
Eve, and she had a marvelously
strong voice which colored the
production. Apparently the script
does not call for a duet with both
Adam and Eve, which is too bad.
Chris Corbett was good as the oily,
deceitful Snake. Here, again, the
characters gave us the impression
that they are having a very good
time on stage, and this is always encouraging.
The director Dana Giddings has
produced a memorable show. She
makes good use of the humor in
the show as well as' of the talents of
Chronis, Bliss, and Corbett. The
result is a thoroughly entertaining
musical.
Technical work was exceptional
in these productions. Mark Bishop
did a find job with the lighting, and
Whitaker Wright and crew created
some outstanding sets. Particularly
good were the sets of How He Lied
to Her Husband and The Apple
Tree, designed by Todd Amburgh,
Jim Pohl, and Laurie Maher.
The Theater Arts Program has
put on a reputable set of one-acts
this time around. The diversity of
the selection was impressive, and
the quality of the productions was
high, Well done.
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Am/Entertainment
Bach Glorified In Recital
by Cathy Marona *
Dwarfed by the Chapel's .organ
pipes and rose window, the organist
is a lonely figure with the power to
create beautiful sound. Joe
DiMarino, in his senior recital on
April 18th held that power firmly in
his hands.
DiMarino, a music and computer
science major at Trinity, gave a sensitive performance of Baroque
music which featured works by
Bach, Dandrieu, Couperin and
Handel. DiMarino played on the
Chapel organ as well as on a charming harpsichord which he himself
had built.
The program's first piece was the
Prelude and Fugue in E minor from
Bach's "Cathedral," which set the
mood for the performance. It was
skillfully played on the enormous
organ and was warmly received by
the audience. The second Bach
work of the program's first half,
the Trio Sonata No. 1 in Eb major,
was a longer organ composition and
was divided into three parts,

Allegro moderate, Adagio, and
Allegro.
Particularly moving was the
Adagio, reverberating as it was
among the stone hollows of the
Chapel. DiMarino, who has only
been studying the organ for a year
(under John Rose), glided through
the movement with a slow,
deliberate sensitivity which expressed his oneness with his music.
Part two of the program showed
DiMarino's comfortability with the
harpsichord, which under his
fingers produced sounds which
brought back the romance of the
17th century when they were written. DiMarino seemed to have
mastered well the technique
required in this work.
The program ended with the
powerful Bach Passacaglia and
Fugue in C minor for the organ.
The piece allowed DiMarino's
creativity to expand within each
measure which he did without a loss
of time. The resounding finale of
the fugue brought the audience to
its feet in a well-deserved standing
ovation.

In The Menu
Now here is something for the
gourmet cooks among you. If
you're a vegetarian, sorry 'bout
that.
1 well trimmed, tied, nine-inch
length of fillet of beef, about 1-W
pounds
salt to taste, if desired
Freshly ground pepper to taste
1 tablespoon peanut, vegetable or
corn oil
1 tablespoon butter.
1 ."Preheat oven to 425 degrees. ,
2. Sprinkle meat on all sides with
salt and pepper. Rub with oil.
3. Place beef in small, shallow
roasting pan and put it in oven.
Bake 20 minutes, turning once or
twice as it roasts.

4. Pour off fat from the pan and
add butter to the pan. Continue
baking three to fi ye minutes.
5. Remove roast from oven and
remove the strings. Cover with a
light layer of foil and let stand, in a
warm place about 10 minutes. Serve
sliced with the pan liq uid.
Yield: 4 to 6 servings.
Serve with mashed potatoes, fresh
vegetables, (now appearing in the
supermarkets) and hot rolls.
Dessert should be strawberries with
cream — strawberries are almost in
season! P.S., if the strawberries in
the store aren't sweet enough yet,
wash and Cut them, sprinkle with
sugar, and let soak in their juice
overnight.

Intent on their music, student artists (l-r) Floyd Higgins, Joe DiMarino and Michael Muchmore perform in
Bach-Buster.

:

'

Tim Martin's Junior Dance
Project of last Thursday was
outstanding. His1 Five Dances was
inclusive of his and others diverse
talent and creativity. Rewarding it is
to find a student at Trinity College
who has immersed himself so
diligently and effectively in dance. •
The conceptual images of
Martin's first dance, Proximities,
were as varied as the performers'
styles, yet the visual effects were
definitely pleasing.
To vary with Proximities,
Martin's second dance was a solo
called Aging. This number was
more theatrical than the first in its
props and Martin's costume. The
dance was centered around an
exagerated child's playing cube;
the beginning and ending both had
Martin lying, motionless on the
cube.
Shapes, the third composition,
was as abstract as Proximities.
Martin began the dance forming
shapes, and .his physical dexterity
was remarkable.
The fourth dance was more
theatrical than those preceding.
Gangster Movie involved six
people, none of whom were
Martin. The performers were very
entertaining, although what meaning was there seemed to be lost in
the shuffle of the violence with
guns, hands and legs.

hands, and legs.
The final dance, Morning
Romance, was also theatrical, and
althpugh interesting, was not
nearly as involving as the others.
Martin and Mimi Burns performed
this lovely-type dance adeptly,
though rather traditionally. The
music and movements were nice,
yet if it were not for the overhead
light that connected each dance, it
would have almost seemed out of

.

'

Pliofo by David Slsklna

Bach-Buster Concert Given
by Gregory O. Davis
The Trinity Chapter of the
American Guild of Organists
celebrated the recent formation of
its organization with an all Bach
recital last Tuesday. Members of
the guild performed works for
organ and harpsichord to demonstrate their personal talents along
with illustrating the musical genius
of J.S.Bach,
„
Michael Muchmore captured the
rambling sense of the Fantasia in G
major. Unfortunately, Muchmore
often rushed through the bass counterpunctal . interludes, losing the
clarity necessary to complement the
expressive passion of the other sections.
Gregory Davis,' harpsichordist,
performed two dances from the
French Suite No. 5. While overeager playing mitigated the even,
progression of the allegro Couranhe ended the slow Sarabande with
the stately air befitting the work.
He showed understanding of the

technically difficult, yet simple
sounding, Baroque form.
Also in solo performance was
Floyd Higgins with a rendition of
the Tocatta in C major. Higgins
magnificently captured the juxtaposition of classical fugal composition with unbound poetic form.
Higgins has a marvelous relationship with the organ that allows him
to convey' grand emotion and
dynamic control.

-••••••

Three trio sonatas written for
solo performer were offered by
an ensemble of DiMarino, Higgins,
and Muchmore on two harpsichords. While each individual was
able to intone orle of the'three trio
voices, the works would have been
more astounding if attempted by
someone capable of mastering all
three voices with one instrument.
The highlight of the evening was

the final work, Passacaglia and
Fugue in G minor presented by
o r g a n i s t Joseph D i M a r i n o .
DiMarino mastered the concise
writing and flowing rhythm, superbly offering them within Bach's
formal format. The simplicity with
which this work was rendered"
showed DiMarino's ability to overcome the difficult technique
demanded by Bach. Leading into
the double fugue, the Passacaglia
was tinted with fari'tasia-like
qualities. The articulation of the
fugue demonstrated true virtuostic
accomplishment.
The guild has opened- a new
outlet for musical appreciation at
Trinity and one may look forward
to continued success of the group's
effort to promote organ music and
the appreciation of the organ as an
important musical medium.

Art For Art's Sake?

by Denise D'agastino
Professor Harold Martin, the
Dana College Professor of
Humanities at Trinity for the last
five years, presented the argument
'Art for Art's Sake: Three Centhe context of the five Dance turies, Three Arguments' on April
Theme.
'
18th.
Martin showed much diversity,
Li his five years at Trinity
complexity, and simplicity in his Professor Martin has been an avid
Five Dances. Although the , two participant in the many lectures
more abstract dances were of much given on campus, as Professor
higher caliber as far as step control Ronald Spencer noted in his inwas concerned, the entire per- troduction.
formance was full of talent and
Martin engaged in .a thorough
hypnotic visual involvement. discussion of the contention that art
Congratulations to Tim Martin for exists for art's sake. Using the ideas •
a unique achievement.
of such, diverse thinkers as
Diederot, Kierkegaard and Yeals,
he illustrated the point that the formality in all art formshas given way
to a playfulness which engaging in
art for art's sake alone yields. ~

Martin Gives Exciting Recital
by Cathy Hatfield

,;

For example, the work of
c h o r e o g r a p h e r Merce C u n ningham exhibits this playfulness
that the concentration leads to in
the dance itself. Cunningham does
not concern himself with the
structure that ballet requires.
Rather, he concentrates on
movement and the body's basic
beauty. Martin discussed this
concept in its application to all art
mediums.
Although many critics disregard
the art for art's sake movement, it
continues to be volatile and important. The popularity of John
Cage is proof of this. Certainly, as
Professor Martin contended, the
art for art|s sake movement should
not be disregarded, for it has
yielded many wonderful pieces in
literature, music, dance, and studio
art.

* CHECK IT OUT

*
Junior Tim Martin, the first male dance major ar Trinity, performs here
wift Mlmi Burns in Martin's junior recital.

p h o W b y w m Joh n«ion

i

*
The Trinity Dance depart- Goodwin Theatre.
*
Dr. DoriKatzwill read from
ment will present the" Student
Dance Concert April 30 and her poetry on Wednesday, *
May 1 at 8 p.m. in Goodwin. April 28 at 4:00 p.m. in the *
The Student Studio Arts Faculty Club of Hamlin Hall.
*
exhibit will go up on April 28
The Trinity Organ Series
and run through May 9.
continues with a "performance
by Clarence Watters, Professor
On Wednesday, 8 p.m. Vicof Music Emeritus, on Friday,
toria Lenkeit will give her
April 30, at 8:15 p.m. in the
senior recital at the piano in
Trinity College Chapel.
*
Garmany Hall.
SGPB presents "Friday
Gary .Kramer's Senior Exhibit Night at the Movies" featuring *
will be showing this week in Mel Brooks' Young Frankens- **
Garmany Hall.
tein" at 10:00 p.m. and the *
The Wallflower Order Ramones in Rock 'n Roll High
Dance Theatre Collective of School at midnight. The shows >
Boston will perform on Sun- go on Friday, April 30 in..Mc-
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Interview with Organist C. Waiters
byFlojrfHiggins
"So Mr. Ogi%y said, 'Mr. Watters, I wonder if|§?u would consider
pfrear?' Well, I just
a change for
and told him it
played1 hard to
just depended
how good the
' he said,
change might
'I've been comi|g7}n nights listening
to you play thc@||iv organ for Mr.
Harrison (G, *$jonald Harrison
built the new c h r e i organ iii 1930)
. . .and I just srjfoenly got the idea
play for me for
that I want yoi
the rest of my M
still fresh in
This scenar
mind, marked
Clarence Watt
the beginning of I momentous 40organist and
year career as
music professoi ^.(w at 80, he reMpf studying and
fleets on the
playing. Howe ®* 1982 has seen
li-tour in the
him perform
South and will seejf i this Friday in
'i Chapel organ,
recital on the'
cher was the
Mr. Wattersf
Hist, Marcel
great Frerch
during the year
Dupre. "I ttuc
i Dupre. Paris,
of 1926 in Pari^
a wonderful
in those days,j
great time what
place. We
Ding to church
with my work
time, all the
services, and
great French ore|i|tomposers that
you -know we^pactuaUy there
playing in their o|^churches.
"At that poi|j|piowever, Dupre
was not playingjulpiy church. He
played services ||l|sionally for his
friends until Ch^ffi-Marie. Widor,
organist at St-lUfpice, put him
there in 1934.
"With all hij
omplishments
and all of his |
|by all odds, he
I have every
wasethe modest

known. At the time I was there, he , same kind of perfection that Dupre
demanded.
was working on his own editions of
"All this criticism of the organ as
the works of J.S. Bach. At lessons,
we'd come to a passage and he'd an unnatural instrument provokes
say, 'That's fingering!' and he'd me endlessly. To me, it is an exshow how he did it, and I'd tremely sensitive instrument; it does
say'That's a crazy fingering.' So he everything your fingers want it to
ended up changing his manuscript do. If you love the organ, and you
to my fingering. There must be IS develop the proper touch, you
passages that are all changed accor- never feel anything between you
and the organ."
ding to my fingering.
Concerning the popular debate
"Everyone of your generation
has no idea of the utter wonders of between organs which are operated
his improvisations. He once gave a in the early mechanical or 'tracker'
concert at the American Conser- action style and those which are
vatory at Fontainebleu. For his im- 'electrically operated: "I find it improvisation, he was given a theme possible to get any sensitivity in
for a prelude and two for a double touch from an organ at which you
fugue. He did the prelude and then are constantly , fighting with
did his double fugue. But he didn't pressure, and with those trackers
stop there. He continued with a it's impossible to couple one
triple fugue, using the prelude keyboard to another without Having
theme set in fugue rhythm. And in to push down on the keys. As
Dupre said, 'Moderji organ
the coda he combined all four
technique begins with electrothemes in counterpoint. And if that
pneumatic action.' This tracker
weren't enough, he took that whole
movement is just like turning the
mess and inverted it. He was a
clock back."
genius of Einstein caliber."
Mr. Watters does keep an
Earlier this year, a. special birthday recital was given at the chapel historical perspective. "I think you
featuring four former students of have to keep the historical in mind
Mr. Watters playing to a SRO all the time. As far as Bach is con-,
crowd. "I have so many brilliant cerned I can't tolerate Bach on the
pupils in high positions all over the piano. It's difficult to go and play
place — all over the United States Bach on an orchestral organ, too.",
and into Canada, and I even have
A final thought: "I'm sure I play
one boy who studied with me who is more beautifully now. And it isn't
now down in Chile. The former the sheer repetition of the years, but
professor of Music at Exeter I think it comes with age.-"
College in England studied organ
With no better promotion than
with me.
that, Mr. Watters will be perfor"I don't know what it is but I ming a recital featuring the works
,seem to have scared the wits put of of Bach, Dupre, Franck and Reger
all my pupils and visiting/organists. •this Friday at 8:15, in the Trinity
Of course I've always demanded the College Chapel.

The Pipes Pipe Pretty
by Stephen Gelhnan
The Trinity Pipes appeared for
the last time on campus this year
Saturday night with the unveiling
of new outfits for the female
members of the group in addition
to the debut of their new numbers.
The Trinity Jazz Ensemble
opened the evening with four
songs. "Green Onion," a tune
recently made popular by the Blues
Brothers, was the first number,
followed by "Touch Down." Next
Mark Selverstone, the band's
leader, was featured on trumpet as
the group performed the well
known Spiro Gyro tune "Morning
Dance." To close the set the band
played Glenn Miller's " I n The
Mood,".'
The Pipes' performance was
highlighted by the emotional
farewell appearence of senior Lucy
Cole. After one number Cole and

her fellow pipes member and
roommate Ann Brown embraced at
center stage, as tears rolled down
their cheeks.
On the whole the performance
had a modern tone to it, featuring
songs by Dan Fogleberg, Joni
Mitchell, The Beach Boys, and
Pure Prairie League.
Both the men and women, in
new white skirts and tan blouses,
performed solos. The group obviously enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere of performing in front of
friends and classmates, as between
numbers the individuals took turns
poking fun at one another. A
particular object of humor was the
hair on Perry Colissmo's head - or
lack thereof. Colissmo has,
foregone shoulder length locks for
a very very short crew cut.
None of the Pipes, however,
were short on talent, as the evening
proved very entertaining.

!**************************
*•••
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Friday, May 7
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Refreshments
admission is
Saturday, May
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rnment Planthe following
ear's Spring

to the tunes of the school bands
playing in the Alligator Jam. Get a
team together and join the funl
Sunday, May 9
Concert on the main quad
featuring
squeeze and their
from W am-up band Hock of Seagulls.
on Room. T h e m u s i c starts at 3:00 and beer
provided and v0 be available for all those with
beer tickets. In case of rain, the
concert will be in the field house.
S dn
On t h e m a i n
P 8 Weekend T-shirts, painter
with teams c a ps, and beer tickets will be on sale
bffieldeven- the week of May 3.

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE •

10% DISCOUNT

with
STUDENT I.D.

YOUR LOCAL JARTRAN DEALER

522-8724

1919 BROAD STREET
(Corner of Broad & Roxbury St.)

HARTFORD, CONN.

For Delicious Piaa and
Hot Oven Grinders

ummit Women's Center West
believes all women have the right to
explore their option concerning pregnancy and their own gynecological
health.

Call when you
leave — it will
he ready upon
your arrival

That belief is supported in a
caring atmosphere where women
can freely weigh those options.
Services include:
• Free pregnancy tests
• Pregnancy termination
• CT licensed medical facility
• Convenient evening hours
• GYN services
• Professional counseling
• Birth control information
Summit Women's Center West.
A place where a woman's dignity
and respect are maintained.

Summit Women's Center West
345 North Main feet/Bishops Comer

it.

West Hartford, CT

523-5275

Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

Phons •
287 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
H§e!iai*t Stiron, prop!

247-0234
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Mote Sports
Wesleyan Bats Ro&.TrinPitchers
continued from page 16

early 4-1 deficit behind the hitting
of Welsh and Dagres to lead 10-5,
noon and showed the hosts no kind- UHart came back, scoring four
ness, shelling four Bantam pitch- seventh inning runs off of reliever
ers to win 10-5.
Mike Criscione. The Bants,
The Lord Jeffs jumped on an however, held on to win but only
ineffective John Valencia for four after some sensational fielding and
second inning runs before David gutty pitching in the top of the ninGasiorowski shut down what could th. Welsh stabbed a sure extra base
have been a bigger rally by getting, hit down the third base line to open
the final two outs of the inning with the ninth. The next batter,
the bases loaded. Bates got the Ban- however, hit a shot against the left
ts on the board with a solo shot over center field wall for a triple and the
the 365 sign in left field in the bot- tying run was only 90 feet from
tom of the second, but two hoye home plate. With the infield in, the
runs by Amherst, one in the fifth tiring Criscione induced a soft liner
and one in the seventh sealed the to Woods, at second and got the
Amherst victory. The final blast final out on a fly ball to Dagres in
was of titanic proportions, sailing Center to give Trinity the win.
over the Scoreboard in center field
and onto the tennis courts, at least
Although the Bantam's pitching
420 feet from home plate.
survived a shaky afternoon against
Bantam pitching continued to UHart, Wesleyan blitzed the Bants
struggle but the homestanding Bants for 27 runs in Saturday afternoon's
were able to hold off the University Cardinal sweep of a double-header.
Trinity's troubles started early as
of Hartford 10-9 in an error filled
staff ace Schweighoffer was unable
contest Friday afternoon.
After Trinity had rallied from an to survive the first inning. Wesleyan

scored eight runs off of Sweighoffer
and Gasorowski in the opening
stanza. The Bants shaved away the
Cardinal lead, narrowing the
margin to 10-5 after the top of the
sixth, but the Cardinals shut the
door with a seven run sixth and
coasted to a 17-11 triumph.
The second game offered Trinity
as little joy as the opener. After the
Bants moved to a 2-1 lead on consecutive triples by Shield and Guck
and a Brian Driscoll sacrifice fly,
Wesleyan ended any hope the Bantams had for a split with an eight
run third. The Cards added one
more run to make the final tally 102:

,.,

•

Over the afternoon, Trinity pitchers walked 16 Wesleyan batters,
of which 12 scored. In the field the
Bants erred eight times, five times
by Welsh. Furthermore, although
Bantam batters are hitting for high
averages, the fact that the squad is
stranding over 14 runners on base
per game illustrates the lack of cluthitting.

-Mike Schweighoffernins down a WPI player.

—---photo-byJohnt-hardy-

COLLEGE STUDENTS 10%
These coupons can save you 10% on
your move from school now And save
you another 10% later.
;
When you move back to school. Or
head off to a new job. Or almost anywhere else.
•••':'..
All you have to do is take advantage
of the Jartran Moving System. Jartran

trailers come In sizes that'll carry one
room of furniture. Or even three.
Jartran trucks are made for people
who aren't truck drivers. Most of them
have automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes and a radio.
So clip these coupons and save 10%
on our already low rates. And you'll have

more money for the fun stuff.
Like summer.

Look in the Yellow Pages under
"Truck Renting and Leasing" or
"Trailer Rental"foryour nearest
Jartran dealer.

Jartran
Rent One Wlayare,.

College Offer
This coupon good forlO% off the rental of any Jartran
equipment through August 3% 1982. You must present this
coupon to receive your discount Jartran dealer: Attach,
this coupon to the white copy of the rental contract.

HoolherdlscounlsapplySubiKltDavallahllllsiOfler
res Auoustil. 1982- MotM>M to Alaska.

-

jartran
• J f c Rental

College Offer
This coupon goodfof|10%off trie rental ofany Jartran
equipment through t^cernber 31,0982. You must
present this coupon to receiveyour discount Jartran:
dealehAttachthlscOupontotriewhltepopyoflheiiental

,
!

contract

£i$

' ''

''

' " '

• '

'

'

'

•

'
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More Sports
Laxwomen Rally To Beat Smith 11-7
The Women's Lacrosse Team, in
a nerve-wracking game on Tuesday,
came from behind to defeat Smith,
College, 11-7. The victory gave the
Lady Bants a 3-0-1 record, and was
Coach Robin Sheppard's 50th
career lacrosse victory.
The first half saw Trinity o u t play
Smith, but Smith came out on top
in scoring. Smith went on the board .
with the first "goal, and although
Trinity kept the ball in Smith's
defensive zone for most of the half,
a fast Smith attack managed to put
two more goals on the board before
Lisa Nolen opened the Trinity
sooting. Quick defensive work by
Susie Culter and Laura Gill started
Trinity's transition offense and
goals by Sherry Benzel and Susie
Schwartz put Trinity within striking
distuice of Smith. Moments later a
foul in Trinity's defensive zone
gave Smith a free position in front
of Goalie Connie Sewtoh, who was
unable to keep the free shot out of
the jet and the half ended with
Trin down 5-3.
Interceptions in the defensive
zone by Karen Rodgers started the
second half, and quick passing at
midfield set up Schwartz and Nina
Porter for the tying goals. Nolen
then fired one past the Smith goalie
to give oTrin its first lead of the
game. The fired up defense
frustrated the Smith attack,
allowing only two goals and nine
shots in the final half. A loose ball
in the defense zone was grabbed by
Parsons Whitbeck and sent up to
the attack, where Tracy Swecker
assisted Laney Lynch in putting it
in the Smith goal to give Trin the
lead.. Nolen and defense-winger
Sydney Fee added scores to give
Trinity a three goal lead, as the
Smith defense crumpled. Gill picked
off a Smith pass at mid-field and in a

I..HIM Gill purnuis loiht bill Jgainst Smith. Nina Porter stands in the background.
great display of stick work,
hammered it past the Smith goalie
to tally Trinity's 11th. and final goal.
The J.V. team came onto the
field and again showed that they
are a team worth watching, as they
raked Smith over the coals in an 183 victory. The win gives the team a
4-0 record. Judy Peterson, Annie
Mathiason, Judy Avioli, and Liz

Axelrod had little trouble containing the Smith attack, while the
Trinity attack took 34 shots at the
Smith goalie. Linda Johnson and
Lisa Sperry each had seven goals,
and Tish Barroll, Chandler Luke,
Sue Cassazza, and Ruthie Strong
all scored. Penny Perkins had an
easy day in goal, making seven
saves.

the two mile, her time equalling the
-mark set last Saturday — 11:35. Ann
Malabre was fourth in the two mile.
The mile relay completed Trinity's
scoring with a second place.
Although not victorious, the quartet did set a new school record with
their effort of 4:29.5.
- Coach .Rick Hazelton called it a
close meet; "If we hadn't fallen

Laxmen Lose to Ephmen
continued from page 16

goal, the Trinity team became more
determined. With only one minute,
twenty seconds remaining Brigham
dissected the host's defense by
driving to the cage. His goal gave
the laxmen a precarious lead, which
The 440 relay was a portentious they would not relinquish. On the
start for the home team in the run- ensuing Face-off, a penalty was
ning events. Due to a missed hand assessed against Trinity, giving
off and fall, Trinity finished well Amherst a man-up situation with
behind the other two teams., less than one minute to go. The
Elizabeth Amrien had her usual Trinity defense effectively killed the
good performance in the mile, penalty, preventing Amherst from
finishing second 5:24.8. Jeanine getting off a good shot.
"Looney took third in the mile.
Caserta stopped a last minute
Julie Behrens broke her own shot giving the laxmen an 8-7 and
school record in the hurdles with a improving their record to 4-1,
time of 17.9 seconds to win that
Trinity finished their week againevent, in which Monnes took fourth st the Purple Cows of Williams.
with 18.2 seconds. Orczyk and The laxmen were hampered iri their
Souder went two-three in the 100 quest for a 3-0 week, however, by
yard dash. Looney and Jeanne Dur- injuries to Wendin and Ben Baron,
ham took, second and fourth respec- which left the Bants undermanned.
tively in the half mile. Durham came
The Bants started off playing
back in the next event to take third head-to-head with the Ephmen in
in the 440 hurdles, while Behrens the first quarter. Corning put the
was the only scorer for Trinity in the Bantams up 1-0, by heating his
220 with a fourth place. Amrien defenseman one on one, but
tied her school record with a first in Williams tied it up with only a few

Crew Takes Three
From Wesleyan, C.C.
by Peter Tyson

boat lost by only half a seat
because their opponents cut them
off at the 1000-meter mark.
In the lightweight sector, often
the most exciting, the Varsity
Lightweights slowly emasculated
their Wesleyan opponents, winning
by eleven seconds. In an admirable
showing the J.V. Lights, rowing in
the same race, kept with Wesleyan
throughout most of the race,,
finishing only a second behind.
In the Varsity Heavyweight race,
Trinity lost a disputed race to
Wesleyan by one second. Conn.
College was disqualified for going
out of their lane and it is the
opinion of several members of the
Trinity boat that Wesleyan should
have been thrown out for the same
reason. One cannot argue with the
powers-that-be, however, so the
heavyweights will just have to bear
with the results. The Heavweight
Four, with such diverse elements as
Brian Flynn and Scott Bowden,
destroyed their Conn. College
opponents by 12 seconds, the
largest margin of victory for the
day.
This weekend the Bantams row
against Ithaca, Williams, and
Marist at Lake Waramaug, a
beautiful park offering the best in
finish-line viewing. Bring a picnic
and support the Trinity Crews.

The Trinity Crews raced at
Middletowh on Saturday in a slight
tail wind and strong current against
.Wesleyan
and
Connecticut
College, and despite only winning
down in the 440 relay, we might three out of seven races, had a
have been even closer." He was fairly successful dav.
pleased the three competitors in the
The undefeated Freshman
high jump (Kershner, Souder, and Lightweights, seeing no reason to
Monnes), and also cited Amrien.
tamper with consistency, yanked
He noted at the end that "every through their whimpering oprace was well represented and com- ponents once again to a fourpetitive." He .felt this shows that second victory over C onn. College,
"the programs in all three schools with whom they locked oars at the
are improving."
start. Stroke Andy Merrill called it
"a good race".
The Freshman Heavyweights,
also undefeated, unfortunately had
minutes left in the period on an no opponents this weekend, but
extra-man goal. Trinity continued rowed a close race against
to trade goals with the hosts in the themselves, winning with a
second quarter, but came up short lightning time of 5:31.
The Varsity women lost a tough
at the half, 4r3. Ide's two goals
kept Trinity in the game, but could race to Conn. College by only two
seconds. Captain Sarah Hemingnot make up for the team's apathy.
In the third quarter, the long bus way, with unparalleled spirit and a
ride began to affect the laxmen, as smile, said "we rowed a good race
Williams started to pull ahead. and they said they rowed their best
Before the Bants could react, the race to date, so everything's OK."
Ephmen had amassed an 8-3 lead. The Novice women had boat trouTrinity tried to come back, but it ble in the beginning of the race and
was not their day. Vought, in his lost to a strong Conn. crew. Acfirst game since reinjuring his ribs, cording to the coxswain of the
stretched the ligiments in his ankle. Women's Four, Shelby Tupper, her
Casserta had to leave the game in
the fourth quarter, being replaced
by John Josel. Caserta injured his
knee early in the second period, but
continued to play in great pain, and
FOR EXPANDING DANCE COMPANY
with only limited mobility.
Jazz or Modern Technique Preferred
Brigham added two goals and Ide
scored another while trying to
. \ A T h n I U I T I 0 N SCHOLARSHIPS •
engineer a comeback but Trinity's
• SATURDAY CLASSES AVAILABLE
efforts were in vain, as the Ephmen
continued to keep the pressure on,
in front of a large Parents' Day
crowd. The Purple Cows scored
The School of Dance
three more points in the fourth
32 Hebron Road, Bolton, Conn 06040
quarter to ice an 11-6 win.
For Interview Call 646-5643

Armien Ties Two Mile Mark
by Steve Klots
The Women's Track Team faced
Amherst and Eastern Connecticut
on Wednesday and came up in
third. The final score was Amherst
56, Eastern 54, and Trinity 48. Two
new school records highlighted the
meet for the Bantams.
Trinity had three outstanding
performances in the high jump, as
Wendy Kershner, Elizabeth Souder,
and Jeanne Monnes swept the first
three places. Kershncr's winning effort was five feet. The Bantams also
got a third place in the shot put on
Kathy Klein's thro^ of 28*10", and
Debbie Cronin took fourth in the
same.event. Karen Orczyk's fourth
in the long jump was the only other
point Trinity could win in the field
events.

photo by Mary Ann Corcjatman

MALE DANCERS WANTED
.

THE DANCE COMPANY

Mote Sports
Shults Goes Against Grain And Gets Results
Chuck Welsh stood at the plate behind in the count 1-2 with
two outs. On third stood the go ahead run that could push
Trinity ahead of Wesleyan in the bottom of the eighth. Coach
Robie Shults through a series of motions, calls for Welsh to lay
down a bunt. Welsh's effort is perfect and Ander Wensberg
shuts down the Cardinals in the ninth to give the Bantams a 4-3
win.
,'
•. .
A call for a bunt with two outs and two strikes is one of the
most unconventional in baseball. A fouled bunt attempt with
two strikes is a strikeout. And even if the bunt is put in play it
has to be good enough not only to score the runner from third,
but to also allow the batter to reach first. To a person familiar,
with baseball it would seem to be a crazy call.
Shults, however, is not only familiar with baseball but is also
familiar with his team. "First of all," explains Shults "if I had
to pick a guy on my team to-bunt, it would have been Welsh
because I knew he'd get the ball down, plus Welsh has had
trouble with the curve ball and with a 1-2 count I figured he'd
get a curve, therefore the bunt was the best bet." It turned out
to be a winning bet.
'
This play has been only one of many aggressive decisions

that have marked the Trinity baseball, team this season. With
shaky pitching Shults' squad has tried to get runs by whatever
means possible, including hit and runs, run and hits, safety
squeeze plays, and even runners getting caught off base on
purpose.
The latter occurred in the U Hart contest. The runner on first
stopped between first and second on a steal attempt distracting

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K, Gellman
the second baseman long enough for the runner on third to.
dash home. The Bantams won by a single run.
Shults, who modestly admits to having "pretty good success" with his decisions, points first to an "excellent group of
veteran players who have seen it all" as the key reason for the
success of the special plays. Shults also watches the opposition
outfielders warm up so as to "know who I can send a runner

home against." Also the veteran skipper notes weather conditions and how they might affect a catcher or outfielder's throw
as well as the quickness of a pitcher's delivery to home plate.
Against Amherst, Shults noticed that the Lord Jeff pitcher was
particularly slow delivering the ball to home plate. With this in
mind Shults flashed the steal sign twice when the Bantams
trailed 4-1 (baseball logic deems this an unconventional risk).
Once the runner was successful and the other time Peter Martin was thrown out on a very questionable call.
Shults says that "the decision making process must be learned through trial and error." For Shults this occurred when he
was an assistant to the legendary Trinity coach Don Jesse. At
that time only the players were allowed to coach at third base,
but Shults looked so young that he was often put in the
coaching box. Many a time he remembers returning to the
bench and hearing Jesse "mumbling under his breath in aggravation with one of my decisions."
' Two things have changed. First, Shults is now the head man
in Trinity baseball, and second he has learned through his
mistakes, so that now a majority of his decisions are the correct ones. ' •
• ' • ' • •

Softball Splits With Manchester

. * * « • •

*.%•>„ •

Donna Gilbert pitches against Manchester.

photo by Howard sadins

Lavery then reached on a walk. It'
The Trinity Women's Softball
team took the field Saturday after- • looked as though the two would be
noon in front of Ferris with high stranded as the following Bantam
hopes of reaching the .500 mark. popped up to the infield and the
Unfortuntately, the Bantams failed next went down swinging. Kunin^
to sweep the double-header against however, sent both home as she
Manchester Community College belted a single to left centerfield.
The inning ended with Trinity
and had to settle for a split.
owning the 2-0 advantage.
In the first game, Trinity pitcher
A. nice catch in right field by
Donna Gilbert demonstrated Weezie Kerr and two well played
superb control and poise. She grounders kept
Manchester
placed the 0-2 pitch high and away scoreless in the top of the second.
and managed to strike out seven Barb Sherman was'the first Bantam
while only walking two. Janice to reach base in the second inning
Kunin had the hot bat for Trinity, as she and the next Trinity batter,
Sensale, drew walks. O'Brien then
leading the team with four hits.
slapped a single past second base
Gilbert, showed good speed in the and into centerfield scoring
first inning as two of Manchester's Sherman and the Bantams went:
;
outs came on pop flies to the in- ahead 3-0.
Trinity
added
another two runs
field. Trinity's infield displayed
quick reflexes when Manchester in the third as Kerr walked, moved
bunted. Without confusion, the to third on a Kunin double and
catcher Kunin, third baseman scored as Manchester made a put ,
Michelle Sensale and first out on Laura Couch. Sherman
baseman Nancy Meade backed off laced a shot to centerfield to score
to let Gilbert convert the play with a Kunin and Trinity was in command
throw to second baseman Kathy 5-0.
After -Manchester got on the
O'Brien who was covering first.
board
with a run in the top of the
O'Brien began Trinity's attack by
beating out a grounder and moved fourth, O'Brien led off the Bantam
to second oh a passed ball. Poll;
Ily fourth by reaching as the shortstop

Music
Thousands of

Clowns

Busch Balloons

Busch Beer Tent

'will be launched

Door Prizes

continued from page 16
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*Rain Date: Sunday, May 2, 1982

WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Manchester came alive in the
second game, knocking in four runs
in the first inning.1 Manchester1,
scoring twice more, held a commanding 6^0 lead but Barbie Oles,
Trinity's pitcher in the second
game, stepped up to the plate with
bases loaded and hit a single scoring
Sue Greene and Linda Letburneau
to narrow the Bants deficit. Both
teams went scoreless in the third
and fourth innings. Hot bats and
Trinity fielding errors spelled five'
more runs for Manchester in the fif' th. Three errors made by infielders
(Trinity committed seven in the
game), a walk, three singles and a
double resulted in Gilbert's return
to the mound. Gilbert quickly silenced the Manchester bats with a
strike out and the Bantams were out
of the inning. Trinity failed to get
anything started in the fifth. In the
sixth, Manchester scored again, but
Trinity responded with two funs of
its own in the bottom of the inning.
The score was 12-5 as the seventh,
and final, inning started and after
the first two batters flied out.
Gilbert struck out the third and the
Trinity bench stirred with a glimmer
of hope. The candle dimmed as the
first two batters were unsuccessful
in their attempt to reach base.
O'Brien followed with a home run
and the next two Bants managed to
draw walks but the rally died. At
the end of a very long day Trinity's
record stood at 3-4.

Amherst
Takes Meet

flight for

<£K

for Manchester gathered the
grounder cleanly, but threw
high pulling the baseman off first.
She safely stole second and
remained there as Lavery reached
first
when
the
leftfielder
mishandled her shot. Gilbert
followed with a grounder to short
and Lavery was out on the fielder's
choice at second. Kerr gave an
instant replay except this time
O'Brien scored as Manchester
threw for the out. On base, Kerr
stole second. Kunin followed with
yet another shot to left of center
and Kerr raced home, beating the
throw at the plate. Trinity held on
to the 7-1 advantage for the win.

1:00 to 3:oo p.m.

said, "it was a close meet almost all
the way, but their strength in the
three mile and mile relay took it
from us." He added later, "we
showed quite a bit of improvement.
The most outstanding race was
probably Dave Barry in the half."
He also cited Harthun and Rapini
for their improvement.
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Trin Pitchers Hammered As Wesleyan Sweeps
by Stephen Gellman
The Trinity Baseball Team's
pitching was hammered for 46 runs
in four games, causing the Bantams
to go 2-3 for the week and fall to
5-4 overall.
The week opened with an 11-1
drubbing of WP1 that was keyed by
the third largest inning in Trinity
baseball history, an eight run bottom of the sixth.
Peter Martin started the rally that
obliterated a 1-0 WPI lead by
drawing a walk on a 3-1 pitch. Jim
Bates, the team's leading hitter,
followed-with a single, and Mike

Elia's double up the right-center
field alley drove in both Martin and
Bates. Elia advanced to third on an
arrent relay attempt home to get
Bates and scored on a wild pitch.
The barrage continued after Todd
Dagres struckout with designated
hitter Joe Shield, and third baseman
Chuck Welsh singling before Chuck
Guck grounded to short. Steve
Woods singled home Shield for the
fourth run and Welsh scored on a
past ball to move the Bants ahead
5-3. Steve Gugliamo singled and
Martin, batting for the second time
in the inning, doubled, scoring
Woods. Bates followed with a walk

and Elia got his second hit of the inning, moving Gugliamo across the
plate with Martin holding third.
Dagres picked up^n easy RBI, getting a bases loaded walk, before
Shield ended the onslaught by fanning.
Mike Schweighoffer went seven
innings, allowing five hits while
striking out seven, to get the win.
The Bants amassed fifteen hits on
the afternoon and Elia led the way
with three hits and three RBI's.
The Lord Jeffs of Amherst, the
defending New England champs,
visited Trinity the following aftercontinued on page 13

Men Tracksters FinishSecond
As Amherst Takes TrirMeet
by Steve Klots
The Trinity Men's Track Team
finished second in a triangular meet
held Wednesday on Jesse Field. In
a close struggle between Amherst
and Trinity, the Lord Jeffs pulled
ahead in the last few events to win
88-75. A surprisingly weak Eastern
Connecticut was far behind in third
place, with 29 points.
' ,
The meet began with a stellar performance in the javelin by the Bantams, as Trinity took the first three
places, Mark LaMagdelain came in
first with 164*8", Bill Colby took
second with 151*6", and Richard
Hayber third at 148'7". The weight
events produced no other firsts, but
several Trinity athletes placed high
enough to add significantly to the
score. Dom Rapini had a second in
the shot put (47'6"), and third in. t
the discus and hammer throw.'
Justin George continued his streak
of fine showings in the hammer
throw with a second place at
148'2", LaMagdelaine also took
fourth in the shot,
MattHarthun gave Trinity its first
victory in the pole vault in many
meets, clearing a height of 12'6"to
take the five points. Bob Reading
took fourth with 11 feet. Trinity did
not fare quite as welt in the jumpingevents, although several points were
scored with second and third places.
Tim Walsh came in second in the
triple jump with 39*5". Terry
Rousseau scored three points on the
field with a third in the triple iinnp

and a fourth in the long jump, in
which Al Lewis took third. Trinity
completed its scoring in the field
events with six points in the high
jump, as Bruce Zawodniak and Phil
Japy tied for second at 6'2", and
Christ Rapp picked up fourth at
5'10".
The track was the site of several
close races and surprises as the Bantams struggled to hold off Amherst.
Trinity's first points were scored by
Robert Rasmussen and Steve Klots
in the mile, as they took second and
fourth places with times of 4:31.6
and 4:34 respectively. The team's
chances looked good after Zawodniak and Steve Drew swept first and
second in the high hurdles, Zawodniak's winning time being 16.3
seconds. The Lord Jeffs gained
several points in the 100 yard dash
and the quarter as Trinity could only
muster up a fourth by Dave Bayliss
in the 100, and a third by Rousseau
(53.7) in the quarter. Trinity's
troubled sprinters suffered another
blow when Lewis pulled a hamstring in the 100. This unfortunate
occurrence, coupled with the loss of
Pat Lyle due to illness, proved to be
detrimentarto-Trinity's efforts. •-•
The half mile was the meet's best
race as Dave Barry and Amherst best
half-miler fought it out over the two
laps, Barry losing by less than a tenth of a second. Hindered' on the last
curve by the need to move well to
the outside in order to pass a tiring
Amherst runner, Barry caught but
w-^s not abb to piss the le.uk' a.

he gave the ultimate effort at the
finish line, diving to run a time of
1:57.8. Rasmussen took fourth in
the same event.
Zawodniak surprised the competition with his first place in the
220, and Drew's first in the 440
hurdles tied the score at 63 apiece.
However, the depth of the Amherst
team came through as Klots could
only score two points in the three
mile (15.40.6), and the mile relay
team came in second.
Afterwards, Coach Hazleton
continued on page 15

Mike Criscione winds in winning relief effort against UHart,

Laxmen Beat Babson, Amhetst
But Fall At Williams 11-6
The Men's Lacrosse Team took
two of three games this week to run
their record to 4-2.
On Monday, the Trinity College
Varsity Lacrosse team met Babson
in what was a crucial game for both
squads. Babson had humiliated the
Bants 16-9 in Boston last year, and
were returning with an even
stronger team this year. The Bantams were at an added disadvantage
after losing Craig Vought, Tom
Lee, Mike Tucci an,d Jamie Kapteyn
for a myriad of reasons.
As the game began, each team
played strongly on defense until
Miclvu H i^'uir I u ed the ball m
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from the crease to put Trinity up.
On the next offensive possession by
the Bants, Ziggy Wendin drove to
the goal and tallied another. Trinity
began to gather momentum, and
went up 3-1 on a goal by Kevin
O'Callahan. Peter Miller added an
extra-man goal in the second quarter to add to the Bantam's total.
i Babson tried to get back in the
game by adding an extra-man goal
of their own, and later drew within
one by scoring on an unsettled
situation. Jamie Birmingham, upset
at Babson's comeback attempt,
took things into his own hands and
drove to the cage .from the midfield
line, scoring with six seconds left in
the half.
Trinity drew first blood in the
second half as Steve Ryan stung the
nets to put Trinity up 6-3. Ned Idc
tallied another for the laxmen a few
minutes later. After this run the
Bantams became overconfident and
were content to rest on their laurels.
This almost proved' disastrous, as
Babson scored four unanswered
goals to even the score at seven.
Trinity had many chances to gain
the lead, but squandered these
potential scoring situations.
With nine minutes in the fourth
quarter, Ward Classen scored an
extra-man goal, after backing up a
shot, to put Trinity ahead 8-7.
Classen's goal swung the momentum of the game in Trinity's favor
and allowed the laxmen to effect a
comeback. Trinity's defense came
alive shutting off Babson's offense;
allowing Jamie Birmingham to
score two goals, putting Trinity
ahead for good.
With the clock ticking down
Babson tried to rally, but the Bants
defense spurned their attempts
winch included several extra-man

situations. With no time remaining
on the clock, Babson scored,
bringing the final total to 10-8.
Trinity played well, but sorely
missed its injured players. The team
played as a cohesive unit, however,
as evidenced by the even scoringEight different players tallied for
the Bantams in this important win
over Babson,
After its important win on Monday, the Varsity Lacrosse Team
travelled to Amherst to play the
Lord Jeffs. Amherst had played the
same teams as Trinity, and the
scores were identical. Everyone
knew this would be another tough
step on the road to the championship.
The Lord Jeffs took an early
1-0 lead on a well placed shot, as
Trinity tried to rid itself of the early
game jitters. Birmingham drove to
the goal on Trinity's next
possession and tied to score. The
lead began to see-saw as both sides
traded goqls. Ide scored two
beautiful tallies in the second quarter to put Trinity up, but each time
the Lord Jeffs came back. Barney
Corning stole the ball from the
Amherst goalie to add a goal of his
own. When the quarter ended, the
score was tied 4-4.
In the third quarter, Ide scored
again but the Lord Jeffs answered
with another tally to tie it up. Fiftytwo seconds into the final quarter,
the hosts scored a goal to-pull
ahead. They quickly added another,
and seemed to have an almost insurmountable 7-5 lead. Trinity acted and got down to business, and
played to their utmost potential.
Corning fed Brigham on the crease
for a well executed goal.' Ide then
powered through the Lord Jeffs
defense to tie the score. With each
continued on page 14

